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Northe1·n Separation.

NORTHJ<JRN AND CENTRAL SEP ARATION.
PROPOSED RI~l!'ERENDUM.
Mr. KIDSTON, in moving1'hat, in the opinion of this House, provision should
be made to enable the electors of Sorthern and Central
Q.ueeushnfl to give a. direct expression of opinion at
the next ensuing general election as to whether they
consider it desirable tllat their respective districts
should be separated from Southern Queensland and
constituted self-governing colonies-

THURSDAY, 23 SEPTEMBER, 1897.
The SPEAKER took the chair at 3 o'clock.
QUESTIONS.
"ZENODIA" DISASTER.
Mr. McDONNELL asked the Acting Treasurer1. Is it the intention of the Government to hold nn

inqniry into the circumstance~ connected with the loss
of the lives of five persons through the capbizing of the
sailing boat '' Zenobia, r
2. If so, when is 8uch inquiry to be held?

The ACTING TREA.SURER replied1. Yes.

2. When llfr. Kimber say' he is sufficiently restored

to give evidence.

REDLAND TO GRAMZOW MAIL SEIWICE.
Mr. KIDSTOX asked the PostmasterGeneral1. How many letters and packages were carriecl by
the Red land to Gramzow route last vear t
2. l.Yhat was the cost of that servfce?

3. Dicl the postal offic"rs at lleenleigh, Redbnd, and

Gramzow-,or any of them-advise against the continu~
ance of this service ?
4. Do the Government propose to continue this
service?

The POSTMASTER-GENETIAL replied1. No record in chief office.
2. Gramzow to Redland Bay, £53 10s. per annum.
3. No.

4. This service, with all others, will be considered
when tenders now bein;; called for are received.
NoTE.-The Redland Bay and Gramzow f':ervice is only
a portion of the through line from Becnleigh to Redland Bay, and the tender from lst January last has been

accepted !m· on~ year only (to the end of

1897),

from

wh1ch date It IS proposed to run the whrle as one
serYice under one contractor, and not two as at present.
The present time-table is, however, framed starting
from Beenleigh to Redlanc1 BRy, and returning on the
same day, which prflctically throws the whole of the
corrupondence on the Bem1leigh route. ACCIJrding to
last return, the average monthly correspondence between Beenieigh U.lHl Gramzow was about 7!. letters,
80 newspapt·rti, 16 packets; and from Gramzow to
Beenleigh 55 letters.

STA'l'E EDUCATION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
FIRST READIN'G.
On the motiun of the SECRETARY :FOR
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, this Bill was nnd
a· first time, and the second reading made an
order for Tuesday next.

said: In bringing forward this motion I shall be
as brief as I can, because I want to get ·a division
on it thid afternoon, and also because there is
other private business on the paper which
hon. members desire to push forward. For many
years back the que,.&ion of separation has been
before the House and the country, and there is
probably no question in the political affairs of
Queensland with which politici<ms have played
so fast and loose. They have blown hot or cold
upon it, just as it has suited themselves or their
parties. It was said some years ago that the
success of the Labour party in Northern and
Central Queensland had very much cooled the
ardour of what may be called, for want of
a better name, the capitalistic members in
those divisions in the pursuit of separation.
I remember very well when my colleague, JY1r.
Curtis, proposed a motion in this House some
four years ago the then Premier, Sir T.
Mcilwraith, openly twitted the Central and
Northern members with praying to God in their
he,\rts that the motion would not be carried. I
am not saying that that is true, but the remark
was made. It is said, on the other hand, that the
Lrtbour members are not sincere in the matter,
but are only using the qu ·stion as a party device,
and if both parties are only using the question as
a party device, then the be.;t thing to do is to put
the matter before the people themselves. It
has been said that a great number of people
in the \Vestern districts are opposed to separation ; that it is mPrely a movement run by
the people of Hockhampton, in Rockhampton
interests. There may h some truth in that, but
I do not think the remark is justified, becau.se I
am of -the opinion that separation would do just
as much good to the 'Vestern districts as to
Rockbampton OI' Townsville. The matter should,
therefore, be put into the hands of the people
east and we;t, and let them decide. It may-be
said that this is a Labour party device, and
although it is true ·that a Labour member, Mr.
Dawson, has the honour of first ;,uggesting this
way of settling the matter, it is nevertheless
true that the same policy was ad0pted by
the Oppo;,ition two years ago, under the leadership of Jl,fes.;rs. Powers, Groom, and Drake; and
if they had been returned to power it would
now haYe been part of the Government programme. The motion I am proposing now does
not directly raise the question of separation,
and I have no intention of trying to prove its
importr.nce to those immediately concerned, hub
I simply say that in spite of all differences
between ourselves the best way to have the
matter settled is to let the people decide it themselves. They have a right to be directly consulted
on the matter, and I think the greatness of the
issue in regard to the wellbeing of the people
demands it.
Mr. MURRAY: Were not you sent here as a
separationist?
Mr. KIDSTON: Yes; and I hope that I am
showing that I am a separ.ttiunist. And I also
hope that when the motion goes to a division the
hon. member who mterruots me will show that
he is a sep»rationist, although lately he has
become a very cool one. This House has asserted,
and I am glad that it h:>s asEerted, that it
is desirable that the people of the colony should
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be consulted upon the matter of federation.
However important federation may be, and
however anxious the people of the North and
Centre may he to see it accomplished, there
is no gainsaying the fact that very many of them
have separati•m very milch nearer their hearts
tha.n federation ; and if it is necessary that they
should be consulted upon federation, it is equally
neces>ary that they should be consulted on
separation. As to ~he time when it would be most
snitab:e to consult' them, when I said last year
that I would be prepared to take a vote at any
time, it was pointed out that the proper time
would be at a general election, and as I recognise
that there is no poosibility of having a vote
taken previous to a general election I have put
that time in my motion. At the same time I
should like to say that it is possible, although
by no means certain, that there will be an
election throughout Queen.sland before the general election. It is possible tha.t there may be an
election of federal delegates, and if there is then
I submit that for the purpose of my motion it
would be a gener<1.! election, and a referendum
on the question of separation might be taken
at the same time. It may be said that there
is no need to put the r[uestion direct to the
people-that the people have already expressed
themselves, and can express themselves again
at a general election. But I contend that
that b just what they cannot do at a general
election, as the question would be so mixed
up with other questions that it would be
extremely difficult to decide how far any particular question affected the general result. It
must not be forgotten that the main purpose of a
general election i& not to decide this question or
that, but to appoint representatives. It is the
choice of persons and parties, rather than any
particular r[Uestion, and very often the personal
element enters very largely into the matter. It
has often happened that a man has carried an
election by his mere force of character, quite
apart from the policy he O!Jposes or advocates.
Take our own circumstances. "\Vhen the next
general election comes about the main question
before the electors will be undoubtedly whether
the pre9ent Government are to be retained in
office or not.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION: \V e
may be on t before that.
Mr. KIDSTON: I hope so, but it is too good
a thing to hope for. Suppose, at the next general election a Labonr candidate who is a separationist is opposed by a Government supporter
who is opposed to separation, what would be the
position of e,n elector who has a great fear of the
Labour party, but is a separationist ? What is
he to do in such a dilemma? Or put it the other
way n.bout, Suppose the Government supporter
is a separationist, and the Labour man is opposed
to sepa_ration.
The SECRETARY J!'OR PuBLIC JNS1'RUCTION:
The country will survive it.
Mr. KIDSTON: No doubt it will; nevertheless it shows that it is extremely difficult to deduce from the result of a general election the
actual opinion of the electors on any given question. Even in a case where all the members
returned are in favour of separation it might only
prove that in ee,ch electorate a small number of
separationists who loudly expressed themselves
induced their candidates to pledge themselves to
separation, while the great body were so indifferent about the matter as not even to vote
against a man who went for separation. I maint.1in that the only way to get a clear unequivocal
expression of opinion on this quesLion is to put
the matter as a direct issue before the people
themselves. After all, whose business is it to
se~tl~ the question? Manifestly in a matter of
th1s Importance the people have a right to control
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their own destiny. If the people have not that
right, who in Queensland has? And if they have
that right I think we ought to enable them to
exercise it in the most effectual manner. Moreover, I put it to every sincere separationist that
it is wise to try and get the people with us in the
movement. It is wise to call to our aid, if we
desire the movement to con'e to a successful
issue, that great moral force that cannot be got at
all except through the expressed will of the
people. The time has gone by when a great
political movement of this sort can be carried to
a successful issue unless the people are actively
at the back of it. :Fifty years ago, as someone
has said, the people were nothing ; now they
are everything; and it is of the utmost importance for those who desire to see the movement
carried to a successful issue that the people
should be got to take an active and living
interest in the matter; and no method I can
think of would so effect this result as putting
the question before them in a direct manner.
Separationists would recognise that it was "now
or never" with them ; and my belief is that if
this were done it would bring the matter to a
final issue. If any better method for achieving
the same result can be suggested, I am willing
to take the benefit of it. I suggest this because
I do not know any better method, and I think
there is no better method. I wish now to call
attention to another aspect of the case, and I do
so with all deference and respect to the opinions
of others. I refer to the position in which we
are placed with regard to the question of federation, and I think that forms a strong reason why
we should take some such e,ction as I suggest in
this motion.
The attitude of the Imperial
Government towards the question of separation
may be gathered from a letter of Mr. Chamberlain
of the 15th January, 1896, from which I will just
read some extractsUnless an overwhelming case could be made out . .
Her 3Iajesty's Government would not be justified in
asking the Imperial Parliament to undertake so delicate

and diflicult a task. . . . :'!lost of those difficulties

would disappear should the several colonies of Australasia enter into a Federal Union. . . . And if such
a union is -accomplished, and Queensland is iricluded in

the Federation . . . the people of Central Queens-

land will no doubt find. the Federal Parliament, when
constituted, ready to listen to any rea"1onablc sche1ne
which may be submitted to it with tfie objector giving

them that control of their own local affairs which they

now seek.

It seems to me that two things are clear from
that statement : First, that the Imperial Government will not act until the state of things in
the colony becomes so acute that they are forced
to act; second, that the Imperial Government
want us to wait for federation-they would very
much prefer that this delice,te and difficult task
should be passed on to the Federal Parliament.
I will just quote a portion of clause 117 of the
Federal Constitution, which will show what
chance we shall have if we depend upon getting
separation from the Federal ParliamentA new State shall not be formed by separation of
territory from a State without the consent of the Parliament thereof.
On the one hand we are asked by the Imperial
Government to wait until we have federation;
and on the other hand the Federal Constitution
takes away from the Federal Parliament the
right to grant us any such rer[uest. 'While the
Imperial Parliament has now the power to grant
us separation even in opposition to the wishes of
this Parliament, yet whenever the Imperial
Parliament assents to the Federal Constitution they will give away their right to grant
us aeparation. But the Federal Parliament
will not get the power, and the only party
that will have the power to divide Queensland will be the Parliament of Queensland.
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I submit that it looks as if there was a
danger of us being caught in a cleft stick
without any hope of redress at ali. It has been
snggested that we might get that clause in the
Federal Constitution altered.
My hon. colleague mentioned some time ago that it "'as his
intention when the lfederal Constitution came
before this House to suggest that that cl:<us0 in
the Constitution should be alterer1. I smiled at
the idea of asking this Parliament to alter the
J!'ederal Constitution in that way, becau,~e if it
did it would be the first tirne on record of a
Parliament giving away such a power; and the
chance of getting the Conventi0n itself to alter
the Federal Constitution in that way is just as
hnpeles~, for the repr~e.entatives of the other
colrmies wol)ld be just as strongly opposed to
the Federal Parliament having the power to
divide their States without the consent of their
Parliaments as the Parliament of Queensland
could be. So that I 8ay there is no prospect of getting that provision in the Federal
Constitution altered, and that should make
the people of the Centre and North very
cautious before they take up the qmstion of
federation. In the meantime we have the right
of appeal to the Imperial Parliament, and
unless we get separation before federation that
right of appeal will be destroyed. The more I
think of the situation the more I am convinced
that the only condition on which the people of
the Centre and North can discuss federation is
that Queensland should enter the federation as
threB States. That is why I suggest that
if this referendum is taken at all it should
be taken along with the election of federation delegates. '\Ve should then be in tbis
position : that if federation resulted we should
have a claim to enter the federation as three
States, and if federation did not result-if the
project failed, or if Queensland refused to go inour way would be clear with what I consider
would be an overwhelming case to make a final
appeal to the Imperial Government. It has been
objected that this proposal is unconstitutional,
simply a revolutionary project of the Labour
party I have shown that it was the policy of
the Opposition two years ago, and I must
frankly say that no opposition that has been
raised against the proposal has surprised me
so much as the objection that the project is
unconstitutional, and I was particularly surprised at the quarter from which that objection came. I remember that in the old heroic
days of separation, five years ago, if a member gave a crank vote on separation in this
House he was burned in effigy at Rockhampton. They were not then owr-nice in asking
whether a thing was constitutional. It was
blood they wanted; they proposed to take separation at the point of the bayonet. I rememLer
well how I was blamed at the time for being
unenthnsiastic in sapporting the bayonet proposal. As a matter of fact I never believed in
that kind of talk, whether it was from unionists
or separationists. I believe that the baJlot is
the thing, for the reason that if you cannot get
men to face the ballot-box you wiil not get them
to face the bayonet; and if you can get them
to do their duty at the ballot-box there is not
the slightest need for using the bayonet. Now
this very mild proposition, in comp:uison with
what was then proposed, is called unconstitutional.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION :
Who called it so?
Mr. KIDSTON : I am sorry that I did not
bring with me an article published in a Rockhampton paper, in which it was called unconstitutional, because it dealt with the J!'rench
Revoluti.on after th~ best sty le of the Secretary
for Pubhc Instructwn, and I am sure it would
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have pleased him very much. I am, however,
only pointing out that time brings strange
revenges. I do not think there is anything in
the charge that this proposal is unconstitutional.
The truth of the matter is that I am surprised
that any man who has the most elementary knowledge of political history should put forward such
an objention at all. Of course, I admit the proposal is unusual, but it is no more unconstitutional
than the absence of the Premier from the colony
when Parliament is sitting. I believe it is in
strict conformity with the essential principle of
the British Constitution. The essential principle
of the British Constitution is not King, Lords,
and Commons, or even representative government. The fundamental principle of the British
Constitution is government of the people by the
people. 'While some countries have tied up their
liberties in written Constitutiuns the British
people have never done that.
The SECRETARY FOR PcBLIC LANDS: We have.
Mr. KIDS TO~ : \Ve have in a certain sense ;
that could not be avoirled ; but we have not tied
them up to such an extent that a proposal of this
sort is unc,)nstitutional. \Ve have not tied up
the liberties of the people; they are still in the
hands of the people, and nothing can be unconetitutional in this country which proposes to give
the people a direct voice in their own affairs.
Some years ago the matter was under discussion
in England, and :M:r. Dicey, Mr. Bryce, the
historian of the Americon Commonwealth,
and Professor N ewman, the historian of
the l<~nglish Constitution, all discussed it,
and to none of them did it occur that
such a proposal w,1s unconstitutional. Indeed,
they all agreed that the time had come when the
adoption of it in England should be seriously
discussed. I have a number of authorities with
me, but I regret to say that I am taking up more
time than I had intended, and therefore I shall
not rPad them all. I shall only say that Professor N ewman, in referring to the folkmoot in
England, the weJl.spring of all popular liberty in
our country, and of the whole modern system of
self-government, and in noticing that in larger
communities the representative system has
become a necessity, saysBut the t'vo spring f1·om the same source. The
referendum is in truth the application to changed circumsta.nces of the still abiding principle of the ancient
jnstitution.

This is a quotation from the Universal Review,
vol. 7, page 342. He goes on to sayA way may be found to give every citizen some direct
share in legislation. The representative body can alone
discuss and &ettle details of legh:lative measures, but
the direct, voice of the citizens can be allowed a
sphere of action at eitl1er or both ends of the process.

The matter was brought up by Sir J!'rancis
Adams, the hi~torill.n of the Swiss Confederation, who said that there were at that time a
number of questions before the people of England, notably that of Home Rule, which were
eminently fitted for submission to a direct vote
of the people. Proff'ssor lfreeman, in referring
to the quP;tion of Home Rule, said that it was
a question so purely Irish that it ought to be
decided by an Irish vote only. Professor Freeman
knows as much about the philosophy underlying
constitutionalism and the principles of the question under discussion as any man. He is an
authority on the subject.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION :
There are a great many other authorities •.
Mr. KIDS TON: He shows that there IS some
rea!on in confining the vote on this question to
the people of the Centre and the North, as this
motion proposes. I will read what is said by
Professor Dicey in the Conternporar·y Review,
vol. 57, page 49~It would, of course, be new and anomalous. It would,

therefore, he called unconstitutional by every man who
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fears the result of an appeal to the people. But this
employment of the veto would be in strict conformity
with the pl'inciples which have governed the growth of
the Constitution. .By the use of the prerogative, or by
direct parliamentary enactment, the referendum may
easily be introduced among the political institutions of
the United Kingdom ; it may be introduced either in a
general form or experimentally in regar'l to a particular
question. There is no lack of mec:P.anism for achieving

this object-the resoUl'ces of the Constitution al'e infinite.
Coming nearer home, I see from the Conterapora.·y Revie1v for August, 18!l7, that a Royal
Commission was appointed in Victoria in 1894,
which reported as follows :-

The commission are strongly impressed with the
advantages of the referendum. It provides a simple
method of obtaining an accurate expression of the

popular will on any question. It is a better method o!
deciding than a general election. It is more direct and
unequivocal. It is the proper way of recognising the
sovereignty of the people.
]VIr_ Shiels dissented from the report of the com-

mission as to the general application of the
referendum, but he say.s thisI recognise that there are some n1anifest ltdvantages
in the referendum, al).d app1·ove it as the best means of
ascertaining the true opinions of the people on pro~
positions involving grave constitutional changes, the
issues of which can be submitted in clear and simple
form to the direct "Yes" or "No" of the elector$.

That exactly covers the case involved in mv
motion.
Last year Referendum Bills were
actually in+.roducerl inN ew South \Vales, South
Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand, and in
Victoria a Bill was introduced by a private member. It seems that in this matter of the referendum Queensland lags behind the other Australian colonies as much as she does in the matter
of electoral reform.
'J.'he SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC lNSTRl.CTION : The
referendum is thousands of years old. How can
we be lagging behind then?
JVIr. KIDS TON: I have just been saying that
it is the same in principle as the oldest politie>l
institutions of the British race. I am only
an"wering the charge that it is unconstitutional.
The Hon_ H_ C. Baker, in his "Manual of
Authorities" for the use of the members of the
Federal Convention held in Sydney in 1891, says,
on page 142-So far as these colonies are concerned, there seems to
be no reason arising either out of the form of our Government or our relations to Great Britain to prevent

the adoption of the referendum.
As hon. members know, the Federal CJonstitution, when finally adopted by the Convention, is
to be submitted by a referendum to the people
of the accepting colonies. I ask will that be
unconstitutional? As a rrtatter of .fact, the
question is no longer one of opinion. The
principle is now operating in Australia. At the
general election last year in South Australia a
referendum was taken on a very important-and
for parliamentary representatives, a very difficult
question-namely, the question of religious education i'n schools.
Mr. LEAHY : Only lfi per cent. of the electors
voted.
Mr. KIDSTON: Hon. members know quite
well how easily this very difficult question was
settled by the referendum. It would not matter
if only two voted for it.
Mr. MuRRAY: The point is the referendumnot separation at all.
JVIr. KIDS TON: The hon_ member is quite
correct. 'l'he question before the House is not
separation but the question of the referendum.
It is alleged that the proposal would be unconstitutional, and I am trying to show that it
would not be unconstitutional, and, more than
that, that the referendum disposed of a most
difficult question lately in South Australia easily
and effectively. It would quite as well dispose
of the,. question of separation here. I therefore
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hope we shall hear no more about the proposal
being unconstitutionaL There are a number of
other objections ra.ised to the proposal, which I
shall not refer to. I am afraid there are some
peroonal considerations operating, and, while I
regret a difference of opinion with some of
my colleagues on this matter, yet I think
that what I am proposing will result in the
wise settlement of the question involved_ At
the present time it is not wise or expedient
to refer to personal matters, as I wish the
matter to be discussed purely on its merits·.
It is objected that there is no necessity for thk
My hon_ collNtgue, Mr. Curtis, said that, and that
the people of Northern and Central Queensland
have a hundred times proved their unanimity on
the question of separation. I think, to put it
mildly, that is not correct. 1 have a fairly full
knowledge of what has been done in the matter,
and while I do not want to deprecia.te what has
been done-while I recognise the vast amount of
work that h:ts been done-yet that is somewhat overstating the case. But, admitting it is
truethat they have proved it a hundred times, I
would like to ask why they did not stop at the
ninety-ninth time? Was it necessary to prove
it the hundredth time, and when they proved
it the hundredth time did that cast doubt and
suspicion on the ninety-nine times? If it did not
do that, and it was necessary to prove it the
hundredth time because the previous ninety-nine
provings had not been effective, is it not just as
necessary to prove it the hundred and first time?
It is also said there is no necessity because the
Imperial Government have not asked us for a
referendum_ I would like to ask if the Imperial
Government ever asked us to move in the matter
at all? Did they ask for a petition to be sent
home? Did they ask for a deputation to be sent
home? Did they ask for memorials to be sent
home to them? \Vhy, then, is this fear expressed
that we should do something that they have not
asked? Why is this fear expressed lest we should
do too much? It seems tome clear to the meanest
understanding, from the very fact that we have not
got separation, that in spite of all that has been done
'too little has yet been done, and we should go on
adding proof to proof until we have built up what
JVIr. Chamberlain calls "an overwhelming case"
-a case that will result in onr getting what we
want. As a matter of fact the Imperial Govo:::-nment do not want to be troubled by us. They
simply want us to sit quiet, and so long as we
are content to drag along in this way from
Parliament to Parliament doing nothing because
the Imperial Government do not ask us to do
anything-The SECRETARY l!'OR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION :
Do you want them to ,interfere w~th the internal
affairs of the States m Australia? Wlwt you
want is Home Rule.
JVIr. KIDSTON : r.n reply to that let me say
that when the English Government gave Queensland separation from New South vVales they
gave it on the distinct understanding that at
some future time they would have the power of
further dividing the colony. I think that is
quite sufficient answer.
Returning to the
question as to whether there is any necessity for
us doing anything further : There is no necessity
for us doing this or anything else if we are willing
to sit still until the ripe plum of separation drops
into our mouth ; but if we are willing to do that,
all I can sav is that we have a long time to sit
still. Lord Ripon, in effect, said to the deputation who went home and waited on him that
they did not agitate enough, and I think that is
our position_ There is urgent necessity, if we are
in earnest, to show that we are in earnest. Thd
only possible chance of our getting separation
lies in our being in earnest, in our being active
and doing something to get it. Here is a letter
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from Mr. J. F. Hogan, M.P., who is not a
particular friend of mine, but he very strongly
corroborates what I scty. He saysIt cannot be too strongly impressed on all our friends
in the colony that everything depends upon local
activity and organisation, and that the friends of Central
Queensland at home and iu the Imperial Parliament are
powerless if they v'1nnot point to a s!rm.g and determined movement in its favour on the spot.
I have tried to show how we can make a strong

and determined effort, but if anyone can show me
a better method I am quite willing to adopt it..
Another objection is that the motion throws
doubt and suspicion upon all that has been done
in the past.
The SECilETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION : A
great deal more than a doubt.
Mr. KIDS TON : That can only be in one way.
It can only throw a doubt upon what has be<>n
done in the past if the people repudiate the
claim tbat has been made in their nam<>, and the
gentleman who made that objection showed that
he recognised that was the reason he feared it
would cast a doubt. He said that the people in
the remote districts would not put themselves to
the trouble of recording their votes because they
might not be warm advocates for separation, and
the result would be that the whole thing would
be discredited. I can quite understand a man
wh? feels that way opposing a motion propoBmg the referendum, but I cannot understand how such a man can make a claim for
separation. If that statempnt- is true, then I
say the Imperial Government h11ve no right to
interfere. I do not believe it is true. I believe
if a vote of the people was taken it would result
in an overwhelming majority for separation, and
£a,r from casting doubt upon what has been done
in the past it would strengthen and confirm it in
the most convincing manner. I believe the time
is now ripe for a united, a supreme and final
effort on behalf of separation. I believe what I
propose is the first step tow<lrds that, and I
would remind separationists in this House and
out of it that.
They either fear their fate too much,
Or their deserts are small;
Who dare not put it to t!Ie touch,
To win or lose it all.

I appeal to every m<>mher of this House, whose
democratic sentiments go deeper than the roots of
his tongue, to support this motion and have this
vexed question placed dil ectly before the people.
Mr. FITZGERALD : I have much pleasure
in seconding the motion. I wish to say that up
to the present there have been great argnments
about the Western portion of Queensland being
unsympathetic in this matter. I am the most
distant Western representative with the exception of the hon. memher for Gregory, and I
must say from my knowledge of my own district
that almost every man and every woman is in
favour of separation. The object of the motion
is, as has been said, to find out the opinion of
the electors of Central and Northern Queens-·
land· upon this question; and I would appeal
tu members representing Southern constituencies, many of whom doubt whether we really
want separation, whether it would not be a
wise thing, if it could be done without much
expense, to get an expression of opinion from
those two portions of the colony either in
favour of Reparation or againsc it. It would
be a guide to them if, afterwards, a Bill should
be introduced to bring about separation. The
Southern people were enthusiastic separatists
when they wanted to get away from the old
colony of New South Wales, and I am sure, if
they were convinced that the people of the
North and the Centre were really unanimous for
Reparation, they, in fair play, would not oppose
it as they have done in the past. From every
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point of view this is only a fair thing to ask for.
The motion does not commit us to separation.
It asks to ascertain whether the re,idents of the
North and the Centre are in favour of it or not.
As to the question of e'pensc, the motion shows
thc•.t the referendum is only to t.•ke pl:>ce at the
time of a general election, so that the only extra
expeme the Government would be put to would
be a little mm e printing and paper. I hope the
Southern members will give us a chance of expressing our views one way or another on this
great question.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION: The hon. member who spoke
last asked why the whole colony should not bear
a portion of the expense involved in this referendum? I ask why should it?
Mr. ]'ITWilRALD : I said there would be no
expense beyond a little extra printing and paper.
The SECRETARY ]'OR PUBLIC INSTRC"CTION: Years ago the people of Charters
Towers got a referendum, and they paid for it
themselves.
Mr. DAWSON: That referendum settled the
question at Charters Towers.
The S:ECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTllUCTIOX: \Ve should want a referendum
every seven years, apparently, because they
might change their opinion in that time. However, I intend to confine my remarks chiefly to
what has been said by the hon. member, Mr.
Kidston; and I must say thb.t if separation has
no better friend than that hon. member I am
exceedingly sorry for separation. He hati told
us practically that he came forward really to
speak for the referendum.
Mr. KID8TON: No.
The SECRETARY :FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION: He said that was the main
object for which he came forward. The fact is
the hon. member has· been on two legs, one at
one time, and one at another. He bega.n as a
fervent sepamtionist, and finished as a fervid
federationist ; bnt fully three parts of his speech
concerned the r8ferendum, and he was engaged
in knocking down objections which I imagine he
is chiefly responsible for. He spoke about its
being unconstitutional, and we had Professor
Dicey and Cardinal Xewman's brothEr, and a
number of other gentlemen whose names I do
not at present remember, all going to show
that the referendum was comtitutional. Can
we possibly believe that the hon. member is in
earnest about separation, or federation either ?
That objection has never been raised, and it
is strange that it should be raised now, seeing'
that tlris House has actually passed a resolution to submit an important question to the
people of the colony for their opinion. \Vhy
should the hon. member beat the air for half.
an-hour by arguing that the referendum is
constitutional, or has he made separation a
mere stalking-horse in order to speak of federation? One question seems entirely smothered
by the other. He reminds me of a child of
~ine whose cat had two kittens, and in order
to save the life of one kitten it drowned the
other. The hon. member began his speech by
s.aying that other parties had played fast and
loose with the subject. I do not know why he
should charge men who come to this Parliament
with playing fast and loose, bt1t if they read
his speech they will in all human probability
come to a somewhat similar conclusion with
regard to his action on the present occasion.
The hon. member also said the capitalists were
not sincere in the action they took some years
ngo, and I think he said the Labour party were
not sincere.
Mr. KmsTON : No; I said you said that.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIO INSTRUCTION: That is hardly the s.ririt in
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which to approach a question of so much importance. The weakest point with regard to
his position is this, that assuming he is in earnest
with regard tosep~ration-and I have every reason
to believe he is, and to believe also that he believes
the people in the North and Centre are-assuming
that he is in earnest in favour of separation
and is desirous of furthering tbat movement, in
what way is he going to further it by this resolution? The object of a referendum is held to
be to clear up some que«tion which is disputedto ascertain what the will of the people is upon it.
What objection has ever been taken in this
House or outside of it to separation on the score
that generally, at one time at any rate, the great
number of the people of :!'rorthern and Central
Queensland were not in favour of it? No one
has set up that objection, and it was never taken
in this House. Generally you may accept it as a
right test that member,; represent the views of
the majority of their constituents on subjects
which have been prominently brought forward
for years. For years the members representing
the North were, by a vast majority, in favour of
separation. It is quite true that in the Central
district most of the members at one time were
also in favour of separation. The question was
never disputed, but now the hon. member for
Rockhampton comes at this period of the dayafter they have gone to the l<'oot of the Throne;
aft~r.they have furnished two and possibly more
petitions; aftPr they have sent delegates home to
interview the Right Hon. the Secretary of State
for the Colonies and ask for separation ; after it
was admitted that the people were in favour of
separation and that was never denied by the
Secretary of State, why then should the hon.
member now endeavour-not to prove but to
find out, for that is the language of his motionto ascertain the opinion of the people of the
Northern and Central districts on the question?
.And this is the foremost champion of separation !
Practically the efforts made in this House by the
men of the North and Centre are reckoned as
nought. Why, at one time in this House, before
we were favoured with the hon. member's
presence, we had a petition signed by twentyeight of the members of this House representing
theN orth and Centre, and sent to the old country
asking on behalf of their constitutents for separation.
Mr. DAWSON: What do vou deduce from that?
The SECRETARY J<~OR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION: I should deduce from it that
there was no question as to the attitude taken
up by the majority of the people of Northern
and Central Queensland on the question. But
we find it left now to an hon. member, who comes
forward. as a very ardent separationist, to do
away with the whole of these facts placed on
record.
Mr. KmsTON: Do away with a fact?
The SEURETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTIOX: You will be done away with in
time; you are a fact at present. ·what is a fact one
day may not be a fact another. It wa~a fact, as
I pointed out some time ago, that Charters
Towers was against separation, and if I ask the
hon. member for Charters Towers now he may
tell me it is in favour of it to-day.
Mr. DAwsoN : He may; but he would tell you
that he does not know.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION: He may or may not, but if he
did I should have every reason to believe that he
was not far wrong. 'vVhat is a fact in the present
may not be a fact in the future. 'vVith battle
after battle in a series of battle8 won 6y one
nation, the fact that that nation is victorious is
undoubtedly done away with by a series of defeats
subsequently ·sustained.
This is merely in
response to the hon. member's interjection. J
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shall be happy to change the te~m I used, to
acommodate the hon. member, and it is equally
bad for him in my opinion to have done away
with the impression which those people ''rdently
in favour of ''eparation ten years ago laboriously
achieved. We achievJ')d that ; we showed the
people at home and in Southern Qu'·'ensland
that there was a fair majority in favour of
separation, when we· obtained the signatures of
twenty-eight members of the Hou8e in favour
of it.
Now what does the hon. member
do?
In spite of all this evidence which
has been accepted by the people at home,
he, the repre-,entative of the chief city of the
future Central Queensland, comes here and proposes that we shall say that we are ignor'tnt of
the real feelings of the people of Central Queensland, n.nd we must have a referendum in order
to ascBrtain of what ·opinion they are. 'vVorse
than that, he actually said that the people of
Central Queensland would work up an interest
in the movement if they had a referendumthat they would be stirred up and would have
~ume warmth towards the movement if they had
a referendnm. What does all that imply? If
it implies anything at all, it is that at present
the movement is practically dead in the outside
districts ; and I certainly hold that the most
damaging blow which has been struck at separation, at any rate in regard to the old country,
has come from the hon. member for Rockhampton. One of the hon. member's arguments
is that some persons in the colony are to be con8ulted infavourof ftileration, whythereforeshould
they not be consulted in favour of separation?
I see no reason why they should not be consulted
in favour of separation, if it is a fact that at
present their opinion on the qnestion is so uncertain that we really do not know what they
think. But I ask the hon. member if he cannot
see that if it is necessary on behalf of the people
of Northern and Central Queensland, it is equally
necessary on behalf of the people of Southern
Queensland. He is ignoring the people-ignoring actually a majority of the people. The
people of Queensland at present are as one
people, and you cannot take a corner or a portion
of the colony, a third, or a half of the people, and
ask them what shall become of the territ.ory in
which they live, and say that is consulting the
people. That is not consulting the people, but
it is to ignore, and I am not sure that it is
not to insult, two-thirds of the people of
the colony. Yet the hon. member comes here
n.nd tells us we must consult the people, and
when he does so he takes them in the meaning of the "three tailors of Tooley street ";
he means that a fraction of the people are
to be consulted. 'vVill he say that if the people
of Humpybong desire separation from the colony
they alone are to be consult6d and not the rest of
Queensland? That Cleveland is not to be consulted, that Redcliffe is not to be consulted, that
what is the business of one portion of the colony
is not in any way the business of another portion
of it? Does anyone suppose that if in the United
Kingdom the people of Plymouth wanted separation the matter would in no way concern the
rest of England? If, in .America, the people of
New Orleans or New York wanted separation
from the rest of the States, it would be right to
consnlt the people of New Orleans or the people
of New York and to ignore the rest of the people
of the United States? 'vVould that not be ignoring the people of those countries? I say it does
concern the peopl~ of Southern QueenRland
whether they shall remain the people of the
whole colony or of a portion of it, segregated
from the rest. I go further, and say that
what happens in Victoria or New South
Wales concerns us, and it would concern us
much more if we formed a part of those States.
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an8wer being given by the Secretary of State.
When he speaks of the people I should like him
to use some q nalification. He shonld either not
There is no such prospect. If the hon. member
speak of the people, or else say "all the people."
really desires separation he must approach the
One statement that the hon. member made,
people of the colony as a whole, and I c,q,nnot
understand him trying to make a stalking-horse of
which bear;; out a portion of my contention, was
that he wished to prove that t.he people of the
the. referendum, because the principle has already
North and C"ntre are with us. \Yhy does Le
been adopted, so that he has not even that excuse.
put such a powerful ,,.~a,pon into the hands of
If he had sacrificed separation for the refer·
our enemies? 'I' hen, ag-ain, what good does he
endum there might have been "method in his
expect will accrue to the cause he represents?
madness," but as the House adopted the system
He cannot make it more plain than it has
that excuse has gone. In fact I can see no reason
been made in the past that the Jr_·ople in those
whatever for the attitude the hon. member has
taken up. If he is a separationist, he has
portions of the colony are in favour of separa.
tion. He cannot make it more plain to the
admitted that. he has been only talking referen·
Secretary of State for the Colonieo, and he
dum, and he must further admit that he cannot
must either appeal to the people of this colony,
get separation in this way. Then if he is a
radical, why is he appealing to people outside
or to the people of the whole of the cola.
the colony and ignoring the people in it ? He
nies, or to the Secretary of State. He calls him·
self a democrat, hut he is also a socialist, and
has not shown that he will benefit separation,
nothing can be more opposed to democracy than
and the referendum business is not in the
socialism. Therefore, I would prefer tCJ call him
least benefited. He gave as a reason for
an advanced radical. In a matter that concerns
bringing in this matter that he is most
the people of QueenRiand more than it concerns
desirous of getting a vote in favour of federation,
the people of the other colonies, he says we must
but federation will shortly be brought about. He
tryto settle it before federation, because if federabelieves that Australia will not admit Queenstion takes place the Federal Constitution will proland into the federation against the wisllE's of the
vide that no state shall be separated without the
people of Queensland, but he wants to forestall
consent of the colony as a whole. The Conventhe wishes of the peoplt>, He wishes in fact to
tion has been faithful to tbe referendum, but the
frustrate any wishes they may express. He also
hon. member is not.
He says, " I object
wishes Queensland to walk into the Federal
to fedemted Australia trying to protect the
Convention as three States, but does he forget
rights of the people of the separate States."
that it takes more than one party to make a
He absolutely disregards the people of this
bargain ? Does he think that it would be certain
colony as a whole-puts his foot upon themthat federation would be accomplished if we de·
tramples upon the rest of Australia, and then
manded six votes in the Senate instead of two?
wishes to rush to Great Britain. He repudiates
There has been sufficient difficulty in overcoming
being 'influenced by the people of Queensland as
the objections which the large States have already
a whole, and says he will ask Mr. Joseph Cham·
raised to equal representation of the smaller States.
berlain for separation-to send an armed force
I beli£ \'e that if the hon. gentleman conld by any
to the colony to enforce it, I suppose. But
means manage to make Queensland into three
J oseph Chamberlain is a wiser man than the hon.
States before the end of the Convention and the
member, or he would not be where he is. He is
establishment of the union, then in all proba·
not so foolish as to employ force, a.nd what else
bility he would defer that. So, if he were
can he use? An overwhelming case must be
successful in this way he would most probably
made out i£ there is to be a re-arrangement with
be successful only at the expense of federation,
the creditors of the colony as a whole. If we
because he admits that the federal body would
were divided into three States, each would
not permit this to be done after federationhave to be jointly and severally responsible
against the wish of the people. He wants it to
be done against the wish of the people of Queens·
for the liabilities of the others. \Ve should
land, and he wants the States which have
never get the Home authorities to inter·
fere until some such arrangement is made.
become so against the wish of the majority ofthe
It could not possibly be done until the
people of thPir own colony to be thrutit into the
people of the Southern portion of the colony have
federation. The only result of such a proposal,
said that they will be willing to enter into a new
if successful-and there is not the most remote
contract, and endorse the promises of the other
chance of it, and never was-would be not only
parts of the colony to pay their debts if the
not to succeed in the matter of federation, not
people of the North and Centre will endorse
only to fail in the mattPr of the referendum
theirs. Therefore the first thing to do will be to
which has already been established, but also in
get the people of the South, whom the hon.
all probability to cast greater difficulties in the
member ignores, to consent. vVhen the Secretary
way of the federation of Australasia.
of State said he would only interfere if an over·
Mr. DAV/SON : It has been said that "time
whelming c >se wel'e made out, did he mean that
bringeth many changes, and association many
it would be an overwhelming case if there were a
strange opinions." The expression of opinion
mere local· majority? An interference with the
just given is one that might have been
whole people of (~ueensland can only be made
anticipated from an hon. gentleman who had
by force-can only be justified by an actual
been a consistent opponent of separation right
state of war. But the hon. member has told us
through the piece-one determined to thwart
-and I admire him for it-that he prefers
separation at every turn by any means; but that
the l:allot to bayonets, and that although the
it should come from a one-time ardent and
people of Rockhampton showed a great deal of
enthusiastic sepn.rationist is very surprising.
ardour £or the combat he is in favour of peace.
'l'he whole of the hon. gentleman's argument
would be fairly good, consistent, and logical if he
I notice, with a great deal_ of admiration, that
the hon. member is not prepared to push matters
had established the initial premise that the
to extremes, and he may credit Mr. Joseph
referendum was necessarily in conflict with the
Chamberlain with having as much discretion as
ques'oion of separation. He used a number of
he has. If Great Britain sent an armed force
argumeHte, assuming all the time that the
prinqiple of the referendum was absolutely
here, that force would get no thanks ; it would
have about as happy a time as a policeman has
antagonistic to the question of separation itself;
in a faction fight at Be!fa,t. I do not think we , but he should have proved his premise before he
have arrived at such a stage that an armed force
tried to draw his deduction.
The SECRETARY l!'OR PUBLIC I~sTRUCTION : I
is necessary to interfere in our domestic matters,
and I cannot see the prospect of any fa vourabl
never had such a premise.
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Mr. DAWSON : Then the hon. gentleman
conducted an argument without a premise, and
I found one for him. He states that the intro·
ducti on of this motion will tend to destroy the
impression hitherto established that the people
of the Northern and Central portions of the
colony are in favour of sepamtion. But that is
another assumption. That imprPssion is not
established. It has been denied in the Rouse;
it has been denied by the one time Premier, Sir
•.r. Mcilwraith ; it has been denied by the
majority of the House in division that the
majority of the people in either the North or the
Centre were in favour of separation. Every
time a separation motion came on, either in connection with the North or the Centre, or in connection with North and Centre combined, the
attitude of the Government has been the same ;
they have declared that it was only a question
brought up by a few enthusiasts in Townsville
and Rockhampton, and that the majority of the
people in the two different centres were not in
favour of separation.
The SECRETARY FOR PuBLIC IXS1'RCCTION: Sir
Samuel Griffith brought in his Provincial Districts Bill simply because a majority were in
favour of it, and we all supported it. The Constitution Bill was brought in for that very r<•ason.
Mr. DAWSON: I remember-! think it was
in 1893-the last time a very big debate took
place on this question. I believe the motion
was introduced by the hon. member, Mr. Curtis,
and the then Premier, Sir T. Mcilwraith,
took about four hours to reply. That was
one of the biggest and most interesting debates
on the subject of separation that ever took
place in this House ; certainly it ranked with,
if it did not surpass, the debate that
took place when the Hon. J. Macrossan introduced his motion for separation. And what was
the attitude assumed by the Premier on that
occasion? He said that the statements made by
the separationists were only the expressions of
opinion that could be obtained from people
in Rockhampton and 'rownsville, but that in
both centres the mal opinion of the. majority was
the opinion of the Government-that Queensland
should not be separated. Further than that,
the hon. gentleman succeeded in getting a large
majority to agree with him on division; and he
drew up a long letter to the Secretary of State
for~ the Colonies, and laid stress on the fact
that the majority of the people were not
in favour of separation. There w'ts a direct
conflict between the representatives of separation in this House and the majority in
this House. The Government stated through
Sir T. Mci!wraith that the people were not in
favqur of separation, while the separationist
members declared that they were in favour of
separation, and there was the conflict in the
Home Office between the two. \Vhat was the
hon. gentleman presiding over the Home Office
to decide, both opinions coming from Queensland, one from the Government and one from
the representatives of separation in this
Chamber? In order to get over a difficulty of
that description, it was hit upon by the mover
of .this motion to t11ke the whole question of the
oprnion of the ppople out of the hands of the
House and submit it to the people themselves, and give them an opportunity of
saying "Yea" or "Nay," whether they are in
favour of separation or not. That is the whole
object of the motion. It is not introduced to
settle the question of separation at all, either one
way or the other, but to give the people affected
an opportunity of saying in the first instance
whether they are or are not in favour of separa·
tion. And then, if their opinion is expressed in
favour of separation, they can come with their
case, not only to the Home Government, but to
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the people of the Southern part of the colony,
and say, " Here is our case; here is our opinion;
we ask you to assiot us."
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUC'l'ION:
Will they do it?
Mr. DAWSON: I do not know. That is an
after matter.
THE SECRETARY FOR PCBLIC INSTRUCTION:
That has been done in three or four elections.
Mr. DA WSON: It has not been done in any
single election since Queensland had a Parliament. The only time that eYer a question of
that kind was decided was on the occasion
referred to by the hon. gentleman himself in
connection with Charters 'rower8, and that was
not during the time of a general election. I altogether deny that because a man stands on a
public platform during the time of a general
election and declares that he is a separationist,
and gets elected to this House, therefore hi~
constituents are separationists. I deny that any
man has the right to assume that, because at
the time of a g~neral election there are about
a dozen other questions mixed up with the
question of separation, and the avera.ge voter
averages the opinions expressed by the different
candidates on those questions, and votes accord·
ingly. In the election of 1893 my colleague and
myself were returned to this House by an overwhelming majority-tlie largest number of votes
polled by any two candidates in the history of
Queensland. The question of separation was
raised on that occasion; the separationists had a
candidate running purely and simply in the interest of separation, and he was the lowest on
the poll.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION :
Was he a Charters Towers man?
Mr. DA WSON : He was an eloquent man
like the hon. gentleman, but notwithstn.nding
that he got defeated. He was well known on
Charters Towers, and was taken up by a large
number of influential men there. The result of
that election would look as if Charters Towers
was overwhelmingly against separation, but
then you must remember that one of the most
enthusiastic and consistent separationists that
Charters Towers has known is my colleague,
Mr. Dunsford. He fought the battle of se.pamtion for many years, while I on the other hand
had been an anti-separationist for years, and was
so in 18H3.
The SECRETARY l!'OR MINES : What were you
in 1896?
Mr. DA WSON : The question was never
raised in 1896, but in 1897 I am a separationist.
If you are to say that because a man is a
separationist and gets returned to this House
his constituents are separationists, what conconclusions are you to draw from the action of
Charters Towers in returning a separationist and
an anti-separationist? The only conclusion you
can come to is that Charters Towers is both
separationist and anti-separationist, and that
both parties are in the majority. But you cannot
determine the opinion of the electors on this
question by the number of expressed separationists that may be returned to this House
during a general election, for the reason
I have stated-namely, that that is not the
only question to be determined by the electors
at such an election. TherP is only one way
to get at the real opinion of the people concerned, and that is by putting to them the direct
question, with nothing else to trouble them,
"Are you in favour of separation or against it?"
And that is all that is asked by the hem. member
for Rockhampton by his motion, leaving the
question of separation to be decided after that
e><pressron of opinion has been obtained.
The SECRETARY J<'OR PUBI.IC INSTRUCTION :
Half of the people may not go to the poll.
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Mr. DA"\VSON: That is no reaRon why we
should not take the referendum. If half of the
electors in the part.icular districts concerned do
not go to the poll that will rev•·>l another factthat half the people are indifferent about the
matter ; do not care t,; o straws one way or the
other, and that would be one argument against
enthusiastic separat.ionists. And if hon. members
sitting on that side of the Home ar · against
sPparation, and they helit ve that the referendum
will prove that half of the people "re indifferent
about the matter, the best thing they can do is
to support in a body the motion of the hon.
member for Rockhampton, and make their case
stronger than it is at present. I see no reason
why, if the impression that the prople d the
North and the Centre are in favour of separation
is a wrong impre~sion, it should not be destroyed.
Separationists do not desire to "in their case
by trickery ; they are prepared to stand by the
truth in the matter, and the proof of that i·· that
they are asking for u. direct vote on the question.
If by any meu.ns at all-by juggling, by pet.itions,
by using public men, by using public meetingsthey hu.ve created an impression in England and
in the southern colonies that the people of the
North and CAntre are in favour of separation,
while, as a m,,tter of fact, they are not in favour
of it, the sooner that impression is destroyed the
better. If this motion will tend to destroy un
untruth of that kind I shall support it. The hon.
gentleman also argued that the hon. member for
Rockhampton was inconsHtent, inasmuch as be
desired that the ':'hole of the people of the colony
should take part m the referendum on federation,
but did not think that the whole of the people of
the colony should take part in·the referendum on
~orthern and Central Separation. To my mind
there is no inconsistency at all, but a good deal
of reason and common sense, in the attitude taken
up by the hnn. member for Rockhampton. The
question of federation in the first instance affects
the whole colony.
The SECRETARY ~'OR Pl:BLIC INSTR!:CTIO:<i :
Does not sep::tration affect the whole colony?
Mr. DA "\VSON: Not in the first instance.
\Vhen the referendum on the question as to
whether we shall federate with the other colonies
or not is taken, if it is in favou•·, it pledges the
whole colony to enter int.o that federation, but
the referendum on separation it< an entirely
different thing. "\Vhen you take the referendum
as asked by the hon. member for Rockhampton,
all that you do is to get an expression of opinion
from the people of the North and Centre as to
whether they debire separation, and show
whether the agitation on this subject is merely
the agitation of a few interested parties; and
after that expres,.ion of opinion ha" been obtained
the necessary action will have to be taken to
secure separation.
The SECRETARY FOil PUBLIC lNSTRl:O'£ION :
"\Vhy should not the other partner be consulted
as to whether they desire it or not?
Mr. DA WSO:N : There is no objection at all
to their being consulted, but the question to be
decided now is whether the people of the Centrf'
and the North desire.federation or not. If they
say they do desire it, then the se~ond question will
be, Do the people of the South desire it, and
will they permit it? But that question should
only be put to the issue after the first question
is decided.
Mr. MuRRAY: Consnlt them all at the one
time.
Mr. DA \VSO:N: You cannot very well con·
snlt them all at the one time.
The SECRETAI\Y FOll Pl:BLIC lNSTRl:CTION :
\Vhy not? It is a general election.
Mr. DA\VSON: No, it is not, and in con·
suiting them all at the one time you would
merely confuse the issue without getting any
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clear judgment brought to bear on the question.
If the people of the South desire to give a vote
in the first instance, I have no objection to their
doing that, always provided that when the vote
is given the boundaries are clearly drawn so that
the general public may know who are the voters
in the South, and who are the voters in the
Centre and North.
The SECRETARY ~'OR PUBLIC INSTRUCTION :
If the boundaries are not drawn, how can they
know what they are voting for? I object to the
proposed boundaries, anyway.
Mr. DA WSON: Quite so. I believe that if
Central separation comes off, the back country
within twenty miles of Mackay will be included
in the Central colony, and that is an objection
from the point of view of the hon. gentleman.
But we are not now discussing the question of
boundaries or even the question of separation.
The only thing before us is whether the people
desire it or not. I wish hon. members to keep prominently before their minds the distinction that I
have drawn between the real case and the sup·
posed case puL before the House by the Secretary
for Public Instruction. If that is done, I do not
think that one single reason can be advanced
which would lead anv reasonable and sensible
man to say that this motion should not be sup·
parted. I may bA permitted to say, before I sit
down, that I am very sorry to see that the hon.
gentleman in charge of the Education Department is going fnrther and further from the
logical position that he took up in this House
for some years; and that he is cultivating a
faculty for seeing distinctions between things
that are not different.
Mr. CURTIS : Bearing in mind the continuous um,nin.ity of the people of Central
Queensland in favour of separation ever since
the initiation of the movement nine years ago,
and bearing in mind the fact that that unanimity has been acknowledged by the present
Government of Queensland and by the Imperial Government, I can hardly persuade myself
that the hon. member who has moved this
motion really expects the House will take it
seriously. If the proposal means anything at
all, it means that the hon. member asks the
House to affirm the desirability of taking steps
to ascertain something that has already been
ascer~ained and admitted. The motion can be
taken as serious only so far as it asks this House
to take certain action which would practically
have the effect of introducing into the colony the
principle of the referendum; and it is very
evident from the speech of the mover of the
resolution that he is very much m<;Jre concerned
about the introduction of the referendum than
he is about separation itself. He does not ask
the House to affirm the desirability of separation
or otherwise-he simply asks us to commit our·
selves to the referendum.
Mr. HARDACI\E: He asks us to disapprove of
Sir Thomas Mcilwraith's despatch.
Mr. CURTI8 : Sir Thomas Mcilwraith is not
here now-he is not the head of the Government,
and many things have happened smce then.
Last year the present Premier, when moving- the
second reading of the J<'ederal Enabling Bill,
unequivocally recognised thA unanimity of the
people of Central and :Northern Queensland on
this qnestion of separation, and he proposed to
divide the colony into three parts for the purposes
of that Bill. After that, there can be no need
to dispute as to whether the people of Central
and N ol'Lhern Queensland require self·govern·
ment or not. That has been proved up to the
hilt, and I am very sorry that the senior member
for Rockhampton has seen fit to again bring
forward a proposition which casts discredit and
doubt upon the whole matter.
Mr. KERR: Are you afraid of the referendum?
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Mr. CURTIS : I am not afraid of it, but I d0
not see any necessity for it. Besides, I do not Ree
that there is the slightest probability of the hon.
member carrying his motion ; and if he has no
chance of carrying it he should not have introduced it, because, if it is not carried, it leaves
a doubt behind as to the de>ire for separation.
I can spe;1k with some authority as to the
unanimity of the people of Central Queensland.
I am the acknow!edged leader of the separation
movement in Centr11l Queensltmd. I ·am the
chairman of the Central Separation League,
which was established some nine years <1go.
This body carried on this movement from its
inception without the a,sistance of the pitrty to
which the hon. member belongs. The members
of that league put theit· hands in their pockets
and found the means to carry on the movement
snccessfully in the face of great; difficulties. On
their behalf I distinctly repudiate any proposition which says that it is necessary to take a
vote of the public of Central Queensland. One
objection I have to the motion is that, if
carried, no effect can be given to it until
the general election takes place-nearly two
years hence-and during all that time our hand'l
will be absolutely tied. Our parliamentary
agent in England, Mr. Hogan, with whom are
associated a number of members of the House
of Commons, and who is doing purely honorary
work for us, wrote to me after the debate on this
question took place last session saying that he was
very glad indeed that I had protested ag I had done ;
and one very grave objection to agreeing to this
proposition is if we thus throw doubts upon the
unanimity of the people of Central QueenslH,nd,
our friends in the mother eountry may a~k us to
find someone else to represent us. 'They may
say, "You assured us that the people were
unanimously in favour of Reparation, but now you
express a doubt about it. \V e want to know
where we are. You had better get someone else
to look after your interests in this country." The
hon. member who has moved this resolution did
not consult me, or, I believe, any other Central
member as to the desirability of introducing his
motion. He told me Gne evening that he was
going to bring it forward, and I at once told him
that.I would not support it, as I did not believe
in it, and did not see any necessity for it. The
hon. member ~ubsequently wrote me a letter to
this effect21st August, 189i.
Dear Sir,-As I desire to bring before the House
again the motion in re a referendum on the question of
Central and Northern separation, I will be ghd to get
the advantage of any suggestion_, you may have to
offer on the mattvr, H,nd t1·ust you will give the motion
your·support.

That shows that he never cJnsulted me; he
simply wrote to me saying· that he was going to
bring forward this motion, and a;king me to
support it. Surely that cannot be said to be
consulting me ! He was going to do it whether
I liked it or not. I consider that on a matter of
this kind, which is not a party question, membArs from the Central districts, on both sides,
should have been c~lled together. A meeting
should have been hP Id ~nd the nntter discussed
before such a motion was tabled. The hon.
member talked about tbe backing· and filling
and wobblmg of members on this side, but
I think he should have recollected the old
saying that "people who live in ghss hou,es
should not thl'ow stones." He suould have
been the last to have made such a statement, because I do not know a mm who has
wobbled to a greater extent on this question than
he has. I recollect that when the movement was
started the hon. member became a member of
the league, but he afterwards lapsed from it, and
. refused to identify himself with it unless the
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league would purchase the support of his party
by giving their adhesion to the principle of one
man one vote. \Ve said we would do nothing of
the kind, because seprtration was not a party
question. It is a national question, and every
man can join in adYocating it without sacrificing
a single atom of principle. That did not suit the
hon. member, aud sub,equently at a public meeting held at Rnckhampton-at a VN3' important
and critie£11 juncture in the history of the movement-the mayor of Rockhamptcm in the cbair,
the hon. member, with the assistanc''' of the member for North Rockhampton, moved. an adverse
n1otion of a darnardng character 'o far as separation was concerned. I cannot forget those facts,
and I say the hon. meml>er h3d no dr;ht to accuse
hon. members on thio side of backing and filling
and wobbling on this 5ubject. If he an<! his
friends had succeeded in carrying their motion
it would have struck a death-blo·,·, at separation
for many years, but fortuncctely they were unable
to carry it. Subsequently, both the hon. members I have n>cmed became ardent separationists-ju't previous to the election of 1893. The
hon. member is seemingly now very anxious to
patronise the que•tion, but, bearinl( in mind his
previous action, hJS patronage reminds me of the
man who looks on with nnc:mcern while another
man is struggling for his life in the water, and
when he reaches dry land embarrasses him with
his hPlp. That seems the kind of assistance which
the hon. member is desirous of giving to the
separation movement. Hon. m"mbers opposite
spoke and voted for the movement, and were so
satisfied with it that they signed a strongly
worded letter to Lord Ripon, which I had the
honour of drafting. Seven of those gentlemen
are still in the Hous~, and tbree ot,hers-the
mover of the motion, the member for Rockhampton North, and the member for i'llitchell-have
been since retn!r1ed as pledged to Central
separation. 'I'he unanimity of the people was
again affirmed in Novernber, 1895, and unless
hem. membets think that a change has come
over the people, they have no right to bring
forward a motion of this kind. I look upon
the action of the hon. member in having
brought forward this motion without firo;t
having Sc<!nred the con"ent of the Central
members a" moet mw,·arrantable, m;,re especially
as the league inRockhampton-the men who have
done the work, who have C'1rried on the crusade
during the lfl.;t nine ytar8, have found "the
sinews of war," have 8pent thom;ands of pounc1 ;;
in the movement-wel'e not C'.msulted, and are,
in fact, ot:JtJOsed to the motiou. To show that, I
will read D, telef(ram I have received ou the
subject. This is a matter·on which I ffel most
strongiy because I have a de·•p interest in it.
I have made grecc,t sacrifices for it. I have
spoken repeatedly and written in favour of it,
and, in addition, I am probably the largest subscriber to the movement in Central Queensland.
This is the telegram I have receivedAt a well attended mtcting of members of the
Separation League. held this evcninr;, the following
motion was carrieJ unanimou8lY :--rrlmt the action
about to be taken bv ~Jr. Khl~l(m in the I,egislative
Assembly on 'l'hnrfJday l:light, is, in the opinion of this
committee, botll umlece'-,"Sary a.nd undesirable, and c:_:.!~
cul:ited to injure the cause of :::eparation.

.;\Jr. KmsTOX: \\'ho wrote the letter asking
for that meeting to be call8d?
J\Ir. CUH'r lS: I say the hon. mernber ha:;
incurred a grave responf'ib\lity in bringing this
motion forward without the approbation of the
Central and Northern members. He should not
only have consulted the Central memberR, but
the Northern members too. L>tst year the hon.
member brought forward a similar motion. I consider that this is a fe.lse step, because it would be
a tal to the movement to have to wait nearly two
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years before the referendum could be held at the
next general elections, and in the meantime much
discredit would be thrown on the whole business.
I believe our friends in England, Mr. Hogan and
others, would be mnch disgusted by the carrying
of such a motion, because it would indicate that
we did not know our own minds. In addition
to that there are grave objections to the principle
of the referendum being introduced into this
colony. I quoted last year on that subject a. very
distinguished authority who wrote in the Century
.Martazine. I will n.>t repeat those quotations,
but I will give one or two more because this is a
refPrendum motion and not a separation motion
at all. The quotations ·I made last year are in
Ifangard, and I will not repeat them, but here is
::mother extract from the same articleThe direct, lof,rical, and sure remedy is at hand.
Representative govermnent does not need to be aban~

doned, but to be put in the bands of better men. If
all citizens will do their duty and see to it that only fit
men are sent to the legislature, \VC shall be in no need
of the referendum or any other reYer:::;ion to primitive

governmental methods to save us from the consequences of our ow·n indifference and neglect of civic
duties.

I recollect the hon. member for Rockhampton
spoke in contemptuous terms of that authority,
so I will give him another-the late President of
the Swiss Republic, Nmna Droz, who has recently been appointed Governor of Crete by the
Gre~,t Powers. After speaking of the way in
which the referendum operates in Switzerland,
he goes on to sayBut every medal has its reverse side. The fear of the

referendum tends to make timid legislators, who some~
times lack the courage to vote for what they believe
to be the best for the country, or, ha.ving voted for it,
to stand up .for it before their fellow-citizens; they
prefer to let it go without a struf!~dc. Tl1e referendum
has also given birth to n, camarilla of politicians who
exploit the credulity or passions of the populace in

order to oppose measures which are perfectly legiti-

mate.

:Further on he saysli'rom the moment that the regular representatives of
the people arc placed in such a position that they have
no more to say in the matter than anirresponsiblecmnmittee drawing up articles in a bar 11 trlour, it is clear
that the lim1ts of sound democracy has been passed,
and that the rejgn of demagogy has begun. The people
have no other R':Lfeguard than their own good sense.
'l'he good sense of the Swiss people is certainly -rery
great; but who is to guara.ntee us against moments of
sudden excitement or of unreflecting passion, when the
bounds of reason and justice may again be overstepped,
as in the case of the Jewish slaughter-house regulations P

Finally the writer says1 think, indeed, that I have sufficiently shown that,
for the reasons I have here developed, the referendum
and the initiative in Switzerland form part of a system of

government of wbich all the pieces hang together.

It

appears to me very doubtful whether it would be possible to introduce these two institutions elsewhere
without at the same time introducing a mechanism of
government similar to that of which they have become

part and parcel here.

The introduction of the referendum means the
abdication of representative government in favour
of direct govemment by the people.
Mr. KIDBTON : And a very good thing too.
Mr. CURTIS : The greatest authorities in the
world on the subject show conclusively trat it
would not be a good thing. On this point I
will read another passage from the article in the
Century illaga::in,, from which I have alreai!y
quotedThe proposition amounts practically to one for the
aba1ulonment of representative government, and a

return to pure democracy, or government by town

meeting.
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The writer then quotAs the opinion of Chief
J nstice Ruggles, who saidI regard it as an unwise and unsound volicy, calm1~
lated to lead to loose and improvident le~ islntion, and to
take a\1-ay from the legislator all just sense of his high
and eucl.uring responsibility to his con~t1tuents and to
posterity by shifting that·responsibility upon others.

The writer himself goes on to ,ayTo adopt the referendum under representative Govern~
ment is to lumd back to the people certain powers

which they lmve delegated, and to revert to the pro·

blem of dtrect legislation by a dt3mocracy~a problem
which was abandoned as insolublA when representative government was established.

If the Central and Northern members cannot
speak in the Parliament of the colony on behalf
of the electors who sent them here they acknowledge that representative government is a failure,
and I am not prepared to admit that it is a
failure.
Mr. McDONALD : You are only one.
Mr. CURTIS: I know; but I am quoting
from the very highest authorities on the subject.
And I would like to draw attention to this fact
in support of my contention, that the combined
wisdom of all Australia at the Convention sitting
in Sydney the other day, after a prolonged
deliberation on the subject, finally abandoned
the idea of grafting the referendum on the Constitution, even for the settlement of deadlocks.
Mr. KmsTON: And yet the Constitution itself
is to be submitted to the referendum.
Mr. CURTIS : Supposing this motion is
carried and given effect to, the Central and
Northern members cou)d never again speak
authoritatively as to the mind of Northern and
Central Queensland. In a very short time it
might be alleged Ly some one in the House that
a change had come over the mind of those people,
and that they were no longer in favour of sepa·
ration, and they would demand that another
referendum be taken to find out whether
that were so or not. If hon. members doubt
the verdict of the Centre and the North
at the last elec.tion on thie particul<tr question, why do they not doubt about the one
man one vote, the abolition of the Upper
House, the formation of a Labour department, and the introduction of the referendum? Why do they single out this unfortunate question of separation? If they are in
doubt as to the wishes of the electors on the
subject on separation, how are they certain they
are right on those other qne,;tions? This is a
non-contentious matter as far as the North and
the Centre are concerned. The difficulty for the
last five or six years would be to find a man in
those districts who was not in favour of it. All
the others are contentions questions, as to which
there is far more reason for doubt. The fact that
they h:tve singled out this q11estion alone has a
distinctly suspicious look about it which I do
not like. Remembering as I do the distinctly
antagonistic attitude the hon. member has shown
from time to time on this question at Rockhampton, n.nd also that neither he nor his
friends have ever sub8cribed a single sixpence
towards the funds-which, after all, is the true
test of sincerity-I have every reason to feel
suspicious. After what the hon. member stated
at his meeting iu Rockhampton that "he never
had any idea of consulting Curtis," I clid not expect
him to consult me on this occasion, notwith·
sbnding the fact that I am the practicallPader
of the movement in Centml Queemland. I did
not expect even that he would condescend to
recognise the league, alth ~ugh it has been recognised by the Governor, by the Government, and
by the Secretary of State for the Colonie~. I
s_n ppose it would be ~ene~th hi_s dignit_y to re cog·
nise that duly orgamsed and mfluentJal body of
Rockhampton gentlemen who, as I said before,
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conceived and carried on this movement from its
inception with great success in the face of great
difficulties. H was scouted by the Labour party
at one time. I remember George Taylor saying
they were not going to support separation; they
were in a majority, and would not have it.
They were not willing to throw in their lot
with us unless we bought their support. 'Ve did
not buy their support, but when it suited their
purpose they came over to us all the same. I say
the league had a right to be consulted before a
mothm of this kind was brought forward. The
hon. member relies on the fact that I talked
about something of this kind in 1893. So I did.
But fortunately I declared against the principle
of the referendum at Rockhampton in 1893. I
said it might work very well in small, selfcontained countries like Switzerland, but not in
a vast sparsely populated territory like Queensland. I wa.; 1nduced to contemplate the idea of
bringing such a motion forward because of an
understanding I had come to with Mr. Charles
Powers, the then leader of the Oppmition. He
Was willing to give his adherence to territorial
separation on certain conditions, one of which
was that a referendum should be taken. I v·as
willing to give way to his jndgment to that
extent, not because I believed in it, but because
he was willing to help us to get separation.
But he is not here now, and l am n() longer
under the obligation to bring it forward. If
there was any reason to doubt the unanimity
of the people of the Centre and the North, I
could understand this motion being submitted,
but there is nothing to justify any doubt on
the subject, more especially after the distinct
declaration made by f.lir Hugh Nelson last
year in this House. If there had been any
dispute as to the question up to that time,
there could be no longer any dispute about
it. The Imperial Government has never expros>ed any doubt about it.. In the last communication from Mr. Chamberlain he distinctly
recognises the unanimity of the people. How
the referendum is going to help us I do not
know. It can only prove what has already been
proved. \Vhat we want is money-" the· sinews
of war"-to carry out the fight to a successful
issue ; and if the hon. member and his party are
not prepared to put tbeir hands in their poe)cets
for that purpose they will not forward the cause
of separ&tion by any resolution of this kind,
After the debate in the House here in 18H3 a
convention of representatives from all parts of
Central Queensland aosembled in Rockhampton,
and amongst the delegn,tes to that convention
wag J\.1r. Kerr, the hon. member for Barcoo.
That was subsequent to the debate, and he said
in his speechThe fact that they had delegates from Birdsville to
Rockhampton "as a distinct and t'mphatic denial to
Sir Thomas ::\!ellwraith's statement that the movement
was a purely Rockhampton one-a purely local one.

Then, in the letter which I had the honour to
draw up for Lord Ripon shortly afterwards, and
which was signed by all the Central men1bers
except Mr. Corfield--seven of them are members
now, and three Labour members--there is this
passageWe have the honour to shtte that the general election
referred to took phce in the month of :J.Iay, and it now
becomes our duty to infol'm your Lordsllip that the
question of separation was placed before the electors
of Central Queensland as a distinct is~::ue, and that ead1
and all of ns (representing the bcfore·mentioned nin~
con~tituencies) were returned distinctly pledgpd to
territurial separation, aud also pledged to bring the
question before the J'arliament of Que,-.n<and as soon
as po.,:c.ible.

Later on we say this, which I had the honour of
embodying in the motion I moved here on the
23rd August1. 'fhat the constituencies of the Central division of

the colony of Queensland having at the recent general
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election declared in favour of territorial separation. in
the opinion of this House it is dcr;ira.ble that the terri~
tory eomprised within such division should be separated
from the said colony and erected into a new colony.

Later on we embodied the pa.~oage from Sir
'l'hos. Mcii wraith's letter to Sor .Tames Garrick,
in which he e 1ys thioOf the twenty mt,mbers ab~')on t from the division
eight were members of t.he Labour partJ who dare not
vote for the motion, and who absented themselve·.;, and
members of Southern constituencie-1 thoroughly O!)poscd
to the Government, but who would have been obligL 1.
following the interests of their constituents, to vote
against Central separation.

Further on we also say this-\Ye submit that it is now ripe fm· spec:ly settlement j
that t.hc time has arrived wlwn the Imperial I>arli~-tment
or the Imperial Government shonl(l no longer delay
givir:g effect to the prayer of the petition of Her

}fajesty's loyal nbjects, the people of Central Queensland.
And in the letter which I had the honour of
drawing up, addressed to Mr. Chamberlain in
September, 1895, t 11ere is thisThe results of that election are known to the Colonial
Office. The question ynt before lht? electors war, that of
territorial separation, and with the result that ten out
of the eleven 1nembers for the division were elected on
their pledges to SUf>port the claims of the people for
self-government; the ell 1-'flllth seat wa,._; not c1nte~ted., an
informal nomination preventing a C·;.mtcsted election.

It concludes with a passage to this effect-In October following. and af;ain in February, 1894, a
convention of dele:;, .. tes from all p;trts of Central Queenslaud a"smnbled in Rockhampton, antl adopted an
address to the Secretary of State affirming the absolute
nee ·~s1ty of r-.,0p:1.ration, and submitting a further state~
ment of OUl' case.

Seven of the members who signed that are in
the Hou,e now; the other three have been replaced by the hon. member foi' Hockhampton,
Mr. Kidston, the hon. member for Rockhampton
North, and the hon. member for Mitehell, and I
do not suppose that any one of them is prepared
to go back on the statements made in these
letter.,. Nothing has oucurred since then to
justify them in the attitnrle they assume no.w,
and why then have wa such a proposal as th1s?
I ask the hon. member why, inst,ad of bringing
forward a motion of this sod, which is mainly
to get at a referendum, he did not bring forward
a straight-out motion asking the Houee' to affirm
the desirability of sepanttion. I <;an sog,;est a
reason: It is that perhro!)S the hon. member
has chang~d 'cis opinion, and is no longer in favour
of separation.

of the Labour party: Oh, oh !
Mr. CURTIS : I shonld not be a bit surprised,
considering his wobbling.
Perhaps there is
another reason for it, and that is that he knows
perfectly well that the leader of his party and
the Southern members of the P"rty are not in
favour of separation, and would not vote for it.
'l'hey will vote, not for separation, but for the
referendum, and I sn.v this is a subterfuge. The
hon. member is afraid to brinr:; on a straightforward motion on the subject, because he knows
the"'" men will not str.nd to him on the question
of territorial separation, Is it likely they
would? Can 1re not see the result so far as JYir.
Ulassey and the Southern Labour members are
concerned? They would be in the same difficulty if we had fedemtiun in this colony of the
three Stntos-tbey would l0se in thi8 Par!L ment
the sup·)()rt of the Central and Northeru members. The leader of the Labour party would
lcH' his folh."ing to a certain extent, and is it
likely th tt he i, goin~· to support a proposal
knowing, ao he duH, that it would reducn the
strengt.h of his party in this Hou~e? That is
one reason why the hon. member has not the
courage to challer,ge the opinion of the House on
the subject.
An HONOUHABLE MEMBEil : \Vhat happened
when Mr. Powers propo,ed i~?
ME}!BEitS
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Mr. CURTIS : Mr. Powers had the coumge
of his opinion in that matter, and he dealt with
the matter in a reasonable way to which I had
no objection. But :i'.Tr. Powers is no longer here,
and besides I know more about the subiect. of the
referendum now than I did then. I d"o not profess to know very much about anything, but I
do profess to know something about this subject
now. A great philosopher two or three centnries
ago said that the result of all our boasted knowledge was to know how little really can be known. I
sayitis the duty of the Central andNorthernmembers to speak for the people of Central and N nrthern Queensland, and I am going to give them an
opportunity of doing it. Before doing so I
should like to reply to one or two of the arguments advanced by the Hon. Secretary for Public
Instruction. I certainly do not agree with him
that it is nece.ssary to const1lt the people of
Southern Queensland on this question. I distmctly repudiate such an argument, and to
show its absurdity I point out that, if the
people of Morflton Bay or Port Phillip had
had imposed upon them a condition prece·
dent to granting them self-government that
they should obtain the consent of the majority of the people of New South "\Yales,
they never would have got it. I say that
Northern and Central Queensland are offshoots
from the mother colony ; two separate and distinct communities Pntitled by absolute right to
manage their own affairs, and this Parlinment
has no jurisdiction in the matter. I distinctly
affirm that, and I know I am right. I say it
would be an advantage to Southern Queensland.
"\Vho can say that New South "\Vales has not
distinctly benefited by tile separation of Port
Phillip and Moreton Bay? And who supposes
for a moment that if this vast territory had
remained a portion of the mother colony we
would have seen anything like the development
of its resources that has taken place already?
From the experience then of the past we have
every right to expect that the separation of
Northern an:l Central Queensland from Southern
Queensland would be followed by beneficial result>
to the whole country. I firmly believe it would.
I am perfectly satisfied that no one will ever
have a chance of being returned for Central
Queensland unless he pledges himself to advocate
sep::.ration. 'With regard to the clause in the
Constitution Bill which h~,s been referred to, I
am well acquainted with it, and I had the
honour of sending down a memorial signed by
myself on behalf of the Separation League to
the Convention at Adelaide, which dealt with
tbe whole subject. Iu was presented by Mr.
Walker, of New South \Vales, and was received,
read, and plac:d UJ?On the records. The prayer
of that memonal d1d not ask the Convention to
alter the restrictive clause, because I knew perfectly well that there was no use in asking tbe
other colonies to put the power into the hands
of the Federal Parliament to divide a colony
whenever it likes; but what was suggested was
that special proviBion should be made in our
case, seeing that our claims have been acknowledged and that our agitation has been carried
on for years. Unless we can get some satisfactory provision inserted in the Enabling Bill
before we go down to the Convention I say that
the Central and Northern members ought to
block the whole thing. What are we to do in
the meantime? Will the referendum prevent
anything from being done? What absurdity !
Will the mere taking of a vote prevent this
l:'arliament from doing what it likes? \Ve represent the people of Central and N ortbern
Queensland,_ and it is our duty to represent them
here. I beheve that when the En ab :ing Bill is
introduced here it will contain a provision
dividing the colony ~nto three electorates, and I
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also think there will be a clause providing that
the draft Constitution will come back to this
Parliament before it is finally sent to the people,
and it will then be the duty of the separationists
to protect the interests of the Centre and North.
Mr. GROOM: It goes direct to the people in
the other colonies.
Mr. CURTI8: Very well. If the Enabling
Bill to be introduced here provides for that also,
the Central and Northern members will have to
stand shoulder to shoulder, and take care of the
interests of their districts. The prayer in our
memorial was simply this'l'hat a clause in the Commonwealth Bill of 1B9r
contain·- the provbion that subsequent to the passing
of the Act of T:nion no State shall he subdivided,
except with the .sanction of the Parliament of that
State; and your memormlists haverenson to apprehend
that the '3ame provision will be contained in the Constitution llill ofthe Convention.
'l'hat as an act of simple justice your memorialists
therefore pray that provision may be made in the Constitution Bill of the Convention for the admission of the
present colony of Queensland into the f~dcration as
three separate autonomous province-: or States.

"\Ve shall try to prott:>ct ourselves before we go
down there, but this motion is calculated to
split up and divide the members for Central ~tnd
Northern Queensland. If the hon. member
desired to aim a blow at the cause of separation
he could not have gone about it in a more
effective way, and I am entirely opposed to it,
because unanimity on the part of hon. members
is essential. If adopted it can only prove what
has been already proved up to the hilt. No
doubt can exi;t as to the unanimity of the
people after the unreserved and unequivocal
acknowledgment made by the Premier in the
Honse last year. In moving the second reading
of the Enabling Bill he saidTake the Korthern and Central districts. We all
know that they ha\·e a perfectly le.5itimate aspirationthat they are looking forward to the day when they will
be formed into separate Statn. Why should they not?
But if the whole colOny is made into one electorate, I
should like to know where tbey wlll be. It sc•ems to
.me that if the electors took the trouble to vat·, those
districts would be left out in the cold altogether. I
prouose that they shall of neccs!:'itY be repre~ented at
the Couvention in the way snbmit.ted in tliC Bill-that
is to say, by dividing the colony into three electorates,
each sending its own reprE.;;entatives.
AftRr that I do not see that there can be a shadow

of an excuse for bringing forward a motion of
this chttracter. In conclusion, as this is a most
important matter, I desire to state briefly,
seriatim, under different headings, my reasons
for voting against the motion : (1) Because no
law has been enacted by the Imperial Parliament
-the only eo m p·ctent authority to do so-requiring
a referendum upon such a question. (2) Because
the procedure required by the Imperial Act for
the better government of the Australian colonies
has been cccrefully followed, and a direct expre~
sion of opinion has already been given by the
petitions of the adult men and women of
Central Qt1eensland, supported by the general
e~ections of 1803 and 1896, and by the Conventions held in Hockhampton in October, 1893,
and J<'ehruary, 1894, and by the delegations
to the Home Government, and by onr addresses
to the Governor, and by the Central members'
letters to Lord Rip<·n and Mr. Chamberlain, in
which they distinctly affirm the strength of
feeling and unanimity of the people. (3) Beca'lSe
the proposals throw serious doubt and suspicion
upon everything that has been done. (4) Because
it casts a stigma upon our representative system,
and in effect affirms that it is a fail me, and that the
members do not and cannot repre,ent the people on
this question. (5) flee·,,, use the motion, if carried,
would have the effect of stopping all action, and
of hanging the question up for nearly two years.
(G) BecauHe the Home Government have never
questioned the genuineness of our petition
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or <;Ur unanimity, but on the contrary, the
replies we have received distinctly recognise
it, and no counter petition· has ever been
presented. (7) Because it is for the members to
speak for the electors in their own Parliament.
(8) Because the Premier of this colony, when introducing the .l!;nabling Bill last ye..u, distinctly
admitted the claims and unanimity of the people
of Central anti Northern Queensland, When
the Secretary of State speaks of an overwhelming
case he wants proof that we are unable to come
to an agreement with the people here, \Jut as I
have said before,- a thing of this kind cannot be
carried on without money, and when I held a meeting in Rockhampton the night before the hon. member for Bundaberg was to address the electors of
Central Qneensland I mentioned the snbject of
separation, and said I hoped the hon. member
would give a; definite and nnequivocal expreRsion
of opinion, more especially as he expected to get
some more representatives behind him from
Central QL1eensland. I invited him and his
party to put their hands in their pockets and
subscribe to enable us to carry on the work, but
so far I have not received a single sixpence. I£
the Labour party are in earnest about this
matter, and desire to help us· to bring it to a
successful issue, let them put theit· hands in
their pockets and subscribe to the league,
That will be a material as.sistance. It has
not been the large capitalists who have found
the money, but the small property owners in
Rockhampton and the Central district generally.
Some of them were very poor men, but they
subscribed their five shillings now and again.
I have always declared myself opposed to the
incorporation of Queensland in the federal union
as one State, and shall continue to do all in my
power to first bring o,bout a tripartite divisi•m
of the colony by means of territorial separation,
or by any other means ; and it is the duty of the
Centr.il and Northern members to speak for the
people in their own Parliament, and show their
unanimity on the question. I therefore propose to
move an amen lment which I invite those members
on both sides to support. It does not matter if all
the Southern members vote against it ; so long as
the large majority uf the Central and Northern
members support it, I shall be sati died. My
amendment will be .consistent with my action,
because I have always maintained that territorial
separation should t<tke place prior to federation,
and I am sustained in my opinion by the opinion
of no less an authority than the late Sir Henry
Parkes, who in several of his speeches, and in his
book "Fifty Ye;us of Australian Hi<.tory,"
speaking of federation, distinctly ·>catd that it
would be far better for the union of the Australian States to be inaugurated by twenty or
more States than with only five or six in order to
secure the ultima~e equality of federal power.
'l'he Centre, as compared with the Sonth of
Queensland, is weak; and the Korth up to the
present has not co-operated with the Centre to
the extent it ought to ha,·e done, or we would
have secured territorial separation before this. If
the members of this House c11nnot speak for the
people they represent on this question they must
acknowledge that repre~'3ntatiYe· government is
a failure. I say they have nu right to single ont
separation for reference to the people any more
than the question of one man one vote, the
referendum, the Upper House, :md all the rest of
their programme. \Vhy do they not single out
some of those questions?
Mr. STEWART: We will do that by-and-by,
One thing at a time,
Mr. CURTIS : I will move an amendment
which I hope will have the effect of bringing
together the Central and Northern members on
both sides. My amendment is that all the words
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after the word " House" be left out with a view
of inserting the following wordsThe time has now arriveil. when the Central and
Northern divisions of the colony should be constituted
separatP colonies, in compliance with the petitions of

the inhabitants thereof.
2. That this resollition be presented to His Excellency the Governor for transmission to the Secretary of
State for the Colonies in the usual way.

Now the House has got something tangible to
vote upon-a "traight·out issue. Though the
adoption of this amendment will not immediately
secure territorial separation, it will strengthen
the position we intend to take up in connection
with the proposal to incorporate Queensland into
a federal union with the other colonies when the
Bill comes before us. I attribute the greatest
importan~e to the statement made by Sir Hugh
Nelson last year in moving the second reading of
the Bill to which I have called attention, because
he ~poke of the aspirations of the people as
legitimate aspir,<tions which he believed would
te realised. There could be no more distinct
and eatisfactory ackno ,v ledgment than that
on .the part of the Government of Queensland, be(;£tuse when the Premier spoke last
year it was on behalf of the Government; and I
venture to say that there is not a single member
of the Government who will not confirm the
statement that there is not the slightest doubt as
to the very natural desire on the part of the
people of Central and Northern Queensland to
secure their birthright ; that is, the 1nanagement
of their own affairs. The Act to provide for the
better go1·ernment of the Australian colonies
prescribes the mode of procedure to be followed
by any community desiring to secure selfgovernment, to be separated, to be endowed with
their birthright. That procedure has been followed in the case of Central and Xorthern
~ueensland, a< I have alr.eady shown; and I beg
to move the amendment which I have read to the
Hou"e.
Mr. CASTLING: I think the hem. member
has done the correct thing in proposing this
amendment, and trying to get Northern and
Central members to work together as far as this
question is concerned_ Last year the senior
member hr Rockhampton brought in a similar
rnuti,m, but he did not attempt to bring us
together. He spoke to members on his own side
of the House, but he did not speak to members
on this side until the dav before the discussion
came on. If he was in earnest on the matter of
separation, would he not have tried to bring
together Northern ai1d Ceutmlme.n;bers on both
sides of the House? No matter how much we
may differ on other questions, surely on a question like this we should be prepared to waive
our differences for the common good of the
Central and Northern parts of the colony_ I
hope the real i·ene on this question will not be
clouded by t;w referendum or anything else. ·
The memter3 fur the North are pledged to separation. At least I am, and I believe others are
in the same position. I wa" in the South when
the firsc separation meeting was held in Ipswich,
and I may say, from what I !mow of the Southern
part of the colony then, and from what I know
of the Northern part of the colony now, that as
separation was a good thing for Qneensland at
that time, so separation will now be a very
good thing for Northern Qneemland. I do not
know so much abont the Central district,
bn" I am certain that separation will improve
Northern (~ueensland. We do not want every
time we have any little thing to do to have
to come to BriBbane.
\V e want the right
to spend our own money and to manage
our own affairs. We have children whom we
want to put into positions, \Jut at present when
anyone is wanted for a position m the N or:th
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someone is sent up from the South. I hope we
shall stick tu this agitation until we get what is
our right. I know that people down here say
that Sfparation is dead, but it is not dead, nor is
it likely to die. It is said that it is the unexp<cted that happen~, and although a great
many Southern people say that separation is
dead, still I believe that we shall have separation
pure and simple for the North, and I hope also for
Central Queensland. l beg to second the amendment.
Mr. HARD ACHE: I think it is a most regrettable thing that the so-called leader of the
Central separation movement should take action
of this kind on a motion that simply proposes to
send the question of separation to the people
most concerned. It has been stated as a reason
for objecting to the motion that the hon. member
for Rockhampton did not consult members on
the other side, especially the leader of the
Central separation movement. I understand
that the hon. member di.d consult those hon.
members; that he sent circulars to them asking
them if they would support his motion, and also
if they had any suggestions to offer in regard to
the matter.
Mr. MURRAY : He never consulted them as to
the wisdom of bringing it forward at all.
Mr. C!:RTIS : He said he was going to bring it
forward.
Mr. HARDACRE : I am informed that the
hon. member for Rockhampwn intimated to his
colleague, Mr. Curtis, that he would vostpone
hi" motiun if the hon. member had any suggestions to offer, and that he did all in his power to
secure the assistance of hon. members opposite.
Then "bat is the reason that they op-pose this
motion? Simply b<cause they are not in favour
of the particular member who has proposed it;
it is purely a matter of personal grievance, a
matter of pique or rivalry between the leader
of the ·central separation movement and the
hon. member for Rockhampton. It will be impossible to get a vote on both the motion and the
amendment to-night, and I do not think we
should go to a vote on either without full discussion on the subject. I therefore hope that hon.
members will a.!low the matter to be placed on
the busines.;-paper for an early date, and with
that object in view l move the adjournment of
the debate.
Question-That the dt•bate be adjourned-put
and passed ; and resumption of the debate made
an Order t'f the Day for the 22nd October.
ACTING CHAIHJ\IAN OF COM1HTTEES.
'rhe ACTING THEASURER moved that
Mr. Grimes, the member for Oxley, take the
chair in the absence of the Chairman of Committees.
Question put and passed.
LOCAL WORKS LOANS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
LEAVE TO INTRODUCE.
On the motion of Mr. BELL, the House, in
committee, affirmed the deoirability of introducing this Bill ; and the resolution w..ts subsequently adopted by the House.

At 7 o'clock, the Hmtse, in accot•dance ~vith
Sessirnal Order, pt·oceedetl ~~ ith aovet·,,rnent business.

LAND BILL.
SECOND READING-RESVMPTION Ol!' DEBATE.
Mr. KIDSTON said : I have no hope of saying anything rew or original on this question
aftH the lengthy debate that has already taken
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place. It is not because .I had anything particular to say that I moved the adjournment of
the debate, as the few words I have to say could
just as well have been said that night, but I
understood it was the desire of the House that
we should adjourn at that time. I just propose
to refer to a matter provided for in subdivision
II. uf Part YI. of the Bill, under which a provision of the Act of 1886 is to be continued.
This gives the Secretary for Lands power to
sell up to 150,000 acres in each year, and
the people I represent, anrt I believe the
people of the whole Central district, are unanimously of the opinion that it is an .evil thing
-at least for our district--that such a practice should be continued. :Many people in our
district who are not opposed to the principle of
giving the land in freehold recognise that the
prosperity and future advancement of our district will be retarded by this policy of. selling
large areas of the public lands. I cannot help
thinking that the South-where large areas of
land have been sold in the past-feels something
like the fox in the fable, who, .when he got his
own tail cut off, tried to persuade all his companions tha,t the proper thing was for them to get
their tails cut off. A very great mistake has been
madeinpartingwith thepnblic estate in the South,
and the people in that district now find that it has
blocked settlement, and continues to block settlement. They have been compelled to buy back some
of these areas at largely enhanced prices for the
purpose of securing settlement, and yet the
Government is continuing the same policy ; and
that policy, if continued, will bear the very same
fruits in our district that it has borne in the
South. We have therefore very strong and valid
objections to urge against the propo,:tl to carry
on the same policy under this Bill. Moreover,
a very expensive and very capable commission
was app0inted, and the recommendation of that
commission on a matter of this sort should have
been a guide to the Minister when framing his
Bill. It is notable how few of the recommendations of the Lands Commi•·sion have been
adopted. 'rhis one- on a most impm tant part
of our hnd policy-has been entirely ignored.
:En paragraph •18 of their report the cmumission
sayYour commissionel's are of opinion that the In'actice
of alienating large area~ of 1Yestern lands at public
auction is a proe,eeding 1vhich recmYes no jnstification
either frmn the experience of the pa"t or from the conditions of the present time.

It seems to me that, having appointed that C0lllmission, ~ nne little regard mig-ht have been paid
to their findings on such a very important matter,
or the Secretary for Land> should ha Ye attempted
to show the House why he disregarded so clear
and positive an injunction.
The SECRETARY ]'OR PUBLIC LANDS : Injunction?
Mr. KIDSTON: \V ell, so clear and positive a
recommendation. If the recommendaUons of
the commission were not to be taken, without
any reason given for their rejection, I cannot see
why it should have been appointed.
The SECl\E'f.'\.RY FOR PUBLIC I:-!S'i'RUCTION:
\V ere they appointed to dictate to the House or to
give ad vice?
Mr. KIDS TON : So far as selling land is concerned at present, I recognise that the Minister
cannot help himself. He has to carry out the
law as it stands, and, if the exigencies of the
·Treasury require him to sell land, it is his duty
to sell it. l suppose-strong as my objections
are to the ,,.]e of land-that if I were in the
position of the hon. gentleman I would be compelled to do just what he is doing, and I do not
particularly blame him for what he is doing.
But at a previous time the hem, gentleman was
strongly opposed to the sale of land. In Hcmsard
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vol. lxv., page 1644, the hon. gentleman is
reported to have said that he was oppoRed to the
sale of land in any shape. or form.
Mr. TuRLEY: Was he Minister then?
Mr. KIDSTON: He W<>s not Minister then;
something has happened since then.
The SECRETARY l!'OR PUBLIC LANDS : I expect
I said more than you have stated. Are there no
qualifications?
Mr. KIDSTON: Perhaps it would be better
if I rea,d the whole of what the hon. gentleman
said:;J.Ir. Foxton said he was one of those who were opposed to the sale of land in an.r shape or form, and he
had hailed the amendment whPn it was proposed by the
hon. member for Cunuingham with very great Hatisfaction. It might be within the rec-.)llection of hon. members that he ha<l propos 0 d to go fnrttwr than that hon.
member, and had proposed the owi:;;sion of the word
"permanent" from the amendment in order to provide
.::~ further restriction upon t!le ::-ale land.

I do not think there is any douut that the hon.
gentleman expressed himself at that time as
opposed to the sale of land in any shape or form,
and I ask him now to e,&,,,ist us in bringing the
present Bill into line with his sentiments ex·
pressed at that time. Of course I ain well aware
that there is no possibility of stopping the sale
of land in large areas sn long as the Treasurer
looks to the Lands Department for a certain
amount of revenue, and Parliament will have to
recognise that if this source of revenue is cut
off another means of filling the Treasury mu,;t he
found. I would call the attention of those hon.
members who are opposed to direct taxation to
the utter futility of pretending to oppose the
sale of land in large areas, because it is manifest
to anyone that if the sale of hmd is t.o be stopped
it necessarily means tlw imposition of a considerable amount of direct taxation. I shall, of course,
support the second reading of the Bill, because
it is a good Bill in inany ways, and even if it
was defeated on its second reading we would just
be where we are, so f"r as the sale of the \V estern
lands is concerned. At the same time I hope a
very determined effort will be made by tho8e
hon. members who are opposed to the sale of
these lands to have the Hill amended in committee.
I would like to say a word now on the que;ction
of pastoral rents. That is a ve1 y difficult question,
and when such authorities as the hon. members
for Bulloo and Lockyer disagree it is hardly for
me to give a very decided opinion. It seems to
me that the pastoral tenants have not a great
deal to cry out about. In spite of the incre,•se
of rents since 1884 the produce of the land has
increased very much, so that they are paying
now only about half of the proportion of the
produce that they were paying then. Taking
the exports of six or seven of the main pastorttl
products, I find that in 188± the paotorttl rents
amo)lnted to 12§ per cent. of the pastoral produce, nnd in 1896 the rents only amounted to
6,§ per cent. in value of the produce.
The SECRETARY ~'OR PUBLIC LANDS : \Vhat
were the items?
Mr. KIDS TON: Hides and skins, meats
frozen and preserved, tallow, wool clean and
greasy, and live stock. The value of thP exporto
in those articles amounted in 1884 to £2,110,200,
an-1 the rents received at that time amounted to
£259,221. In 189fi for the same claso of gone's the
exports amounted to £5,533,081. That is the
export Vitlue at the port of departure, and it
seems very clear that although there may be instances of excessively high rent, on the whole the
pastoral tenants have no reason to cry out,. I
have not the slightest desire to do anything at
all to injure the pastoral tenants of the Crown.
I recognise to what a large exlent lhe general
prosperity of the colony depends upon their
prosperity. At the same, time so far as rent
itself is concerned they are Letter off than they
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were. There is another small matter I will refer
to. It is to another disregarded recommendation
of tile Lands Commission. In section 47 of
their report they sayDuring their extended visit to different parts of the
colony your commis.sioners had their attention called
to the small aceommodation afforded at the provincial
land offices for the displa.y of maps, and also t~ the
want of full and accutate information regarding all
htndS open fOl' &election in the different hLlld districts
of the colony. Your commissioners are of opinion that
the information supplied to the various land agents of
ihe colour respecting lands open for selection should
be on the most exten.:;;ive an~lliberal sc:1Ie, and that it
should contain full descriptions of all classes of land
open for selection.

And Mr. Mnrray, in the rider he added to the
majority report of the commission, said that a
large IneJ,sure of decentralisation was necessary if
the bus me'" of the L8,nds 0 ffice was to be well
administered. That is another recommendation,
and a vP.ry valuable one, of the commission that
has been altugeth ;r ignored by the Secretary for
Public Lands.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS : You do
not want tbat in the Bill, surely?
Mr. KIDSTON: It ought to be done in some
W:ty.

The SgcRETARY J!'OR PuBLIO LANDS: How do
you know it has not?
Mr. KIDS TON: I will show the hem. gentleman that it has not. I hwe here a letter, dated
the 17th Se[Jtember, from a business man in
Rockhampton, in which he tells me that he was
called upon by an old selector, who had been
thirty-five years in the district, and had been a
selector most of that time. 'l'his selector found
his selection too small for him. He wished to
take up a grazing farm of 2,500 acres on the
resumed area of Tilpal or Canal Creek run, so as
to send one of his S'JilS to occupy it with a small
m•>b of c3.ttle; but he could get no information
as to the whert '1bonts of any land or any assistance whatever.
The land agent, the letter
says1\'as polite and civil, but he partly stated that his
instructions were to give ll·'J information about what
land thht was open or otherwh•e. All hP could do was
to give Qim a map, and he must find out for himself
in the best way he could.

The SECRETARY ~·on PUBLIC LANDS : I do
nnt believe any l·mcb communication was ever.
made to him by the land agent.
:\fr. KIDSTON: I know the gentleman perfectly well who wrote this letter, and I have no
hesitation in saying there is bound to be some
foundation for it. Hon. members will see at once
that if that selector had been able to get the
information he w"nted he would not have been
at all likely tn make any complaint.
The SPEAKER: Order! The hon. member
appears to me to he dealing with the a '!ministration of the department. 'l'h11t is a matter that
m~y be diRcuesed 'at some .other tim8, but it
cannot b ' dbcnssed now.
Mr. KIDS TO:"< : It affects the Bill in this
way: It shows that after all the talk abont promoting settlement it does not inatter what Bill
we pass ; so long as they are administered in this
way no betterment will result.
:'vir. CURT IS: In the first place, I desire to
sav that I think the Minister for Lands has
done hiH beHt to introduce a Bill that will give
general satishction ttnd promote the welfare of
the colony aH a whole, I listened attentively to
his speech last se"sion in moving the second
readin5 of the Bill he introduced then, and also
to the speech he delivered on this <•ccasion ; and
I was impre:•.·e l with the conviction that he had
a large knowledge of thd subject and had devoted
a great am.mnt of time, thought, and consideration to it. Bearing in mind the truism that the
welfar8 of a country depends to a large extent
on its land laws, it will be admitted that
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this is a question of the very first importance. But it is also evident that although the
Bill may be a· very good one, it would
be impossible, having regard to the immense
area of the colony, and the gn•,,t diversity of its
soil, climate, and other conditions, to deal satisfactorily with every branch of the subject in one
measure. There is a great deal of force in the
contention of l\Ir. Armstrong, one of the Land
Com111issioners, in his rider attached to the
report, that, having regard to those facts I have
. mentioned, it would be almost impo;sible to dettl
satisfactorily with the whole subject in any one
measure of general application; and I feel persuaded that if the three divisions of the colony
were legislating separately upon it there wonld
be a considerable divergence in their respective
land laws. Due allowance would be made in
each for its varying conditions. :B'or instance, a
land law which would be eminently snited for
the Darling Downs and the settled districts of
the South would not be suitable for Central
and Northern Queensland. However, notwithstanding that it is satisfactory to find the com-.
mi;sioners saying· that during their-travels over
a large extent of territory they had not met
with any Yery Lrge number of complaints as
to the land laws generally, or as to the administration of them, with the exception of the
delays that took place, and the inconvenience
caused owing to the absence of surveyors.
Thttt complaint was borne out the other day
by the statement of the hon. member, Mr.
Groom, 8,s to the illlmense amount of work
that had accumulated at the head uffice duringthe absence of the board in other pttrts of the
colony. No matter how suitable the land laws
may be, inconvenience and delay" will be ahyays
c~tused if there is not a sufficient survey staff to
do the necessary work befo.re people can get on
the land. This Bill does not make any gre~tt
alteration in the existing law with respect to
country imide the scheduled area, or at present
under the Land Act of 1884, with the exception
of any selection that may be taken up in the
future, and the proposal to substitute a Land
Court for a Land Board. As to whether the
tribunal proposed to be established will be better
than t,he present one, I am not prepared to give
an opinion. That will have to be thoroughly
proved in committee, when we get there. It
is a very satisfactory thing to know thr,t with
respect to our land laws the commission report
that no change is considered nece•sary by the
p~ople. With respeut to the provision to give
priority to those who will reside on grazing
farms, I think it a most excellent provision.
\V e should do all in our power to encourage
residential settlement, which is the most valuable
class of settlement. It is better that we should
have twenty grazing farmers rooted to the soil
by family ti"es than ~hat we should have one vast
holding, embracing an immense area of country,
the owners of which are ttbcentees and cannot
take a very large amount of interest in the
colony. 1 am very ghd to notice that the
cowmissioners certify to the genuine demand
for grazing farms, and the commendations they
make with respect to that class of settlement are
worthy the best consideration. With respect to the
matter of scaled tenders as opposed to auction; I
am inclined to think it should have a trial. I
understand that the ba1lot system so far has not
proved entirely satisfactory; it has not, at all
events, prevented a hrge number of clashing
applications, which have not given satisfaction.
I ttm not inclined to {biuk the auction system
desirable, because under it the man with most
money has certainly the best chance.. In addition
to that, while tt man is not likely to deliberately
tender in writing any more than he considers a
fair rent nnder the auction syst~m, the pro ha-
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bility is that in the excitement of the competition at the sale he may be induced to go a
great deal further than he would otherwise go.
Therefore I should like· to see the tender system
given a trittl. I wish to say a few words with
regard to the forfeited country outside thfl
gchedule. It comprises an area of some 80,000
square miles and is at present producing no
revenue, which is a very serious matter. I
notice in a supplement to the Government Gacette
dated thA 18th instant it is intended tn sell by
auction, at the rooms uf Cc.rrwron Brothers,
Queen street, Bribbane, on Tuesday, the 28th of
this month, a !>umber of leases comprised within
that area of forfeited country.
The SECRETARY l<'OR PUBLIC LANDS : Only the
unexpired terms of the leases.
Mr. CURTIS: In some case3 the leases are
for nine and ten years. If these blocks, as is not
unlikely, are the eyes of the country containing
all the available water, it would be a mistake to
sell the lease of them for ten years.
The SECRETARY FOR Pt:BLIC LANDS : They are
not.. Otherwise they would not be thrown up.
Mr. CURTIS: lam glad to hear that, because
it was sugges'led to me by somebody who ought
to !mow that they contained all the available
water; were really the eyes of the country ; and
if they were sold as proposed it would be very
detrimental to the colony. Instead of dealing
with these lands in this )1iecemeal fashion it
would be better to wait until we can deal with
the whole of them in a comprehensivt> measure
providing for suitable blocks with a fair term
of lease and adequate security for any improvements that might h effected-encouraging the
lessees in providing \Vater and n1aking. other
improvements. That is tt suggestion worthy
of the consideration of the :Minister. I do
not desire to speak at ttny great length, ttS the
debate on the second reading of the Bill has
been a protracted one, and the rnttjority of
members are deRirous that the Bill shonld be
read a se'cond time, that we should go through
it in committee, and that it should be rhced
on the statute-book some time during this
s"ssion. There is one other matter to which, a;s
a Central member, I shall allude, and on behalf
of Central Queensland, and at the request of the
Chamber of C"mmerce of Rockhampton, I
formally prote,,t against any further large sales
of land by auction in the Central division. I
was one of those who interviewed the Minister
on the snbject th" other morning; I then made
my protest against it, and called attention to the
fact that theed sales of land, and more especially
the a>•propriation of the proceeds to general
expenditurP, "as a brNtch offaith with the Central
people, beL:w: e both Government and Opposition of the day admitted that the principle of
the Decentralisation Bills introduced in.1887 and
1888 should be carried into effect in the matter of
keeping· a separate account of expenditure and
revenue in the different divisions; and in the
year 1889, for the first time in the history of the
colony, there· was a rp,turn laid on the table of
the House in ttccordance with the principles of
of those Bills.
The SPEAKER: Order! The hon. member
is now dealing with a local matter which has no
connecti"n with the princivles of this Bill.
.Mr. CURT IS: I shall only say, again, that I
proteqt against the sale of land in this way by
ttuction. These are really bogus sales at which
no competition takes place, and the person who
buys is the adjoining runholder. The result is
the agglomeration of large areas of land in the
hands of a few persons, often absentees, a> has
been the case in Southern Queensland. \Ve do
not want to have a repetition of what has taken
place on the Darling Downs, and I contend that
people who live in the country, and whose future
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welfare is bound up in the country, have a perfect right to protest against the continuance of
this policy. If this land was sold to bona fide
settlers in small areas there would not be so
much objection, but it is a very vicious principle
. to sell it in large are:ts for revenue purposes, and
the sooner it is discontinued the better. It would
be better to devise some other means of raising
revenue. . I hope the Bill will pass its second
reading, so that it may become law before the
end of this session.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS,
in reply : I thiuk it is only courteous that I
should reply to some of the remarks that h.-ve
been·made in reference to the Bill, although I
must thank hon. m em hers generally for the kind
reception they have given it. In introducing the
Bill I urged upon hon. members that they
should refrain so far as possible from making
charges against e>fficors of the department, as it
seemed unfair, and to some extent unmanly, to
attack men who had no opportunity of defending
themselves. If such attacks are to be made
they should be made in committee on the Estimates· when the offi(lers are present, and all
information is available. I am satisfied that iri
every cctse they have acted conscientiously in
the discharge of their duties, and that they
are anxious . to do all they can to please
the public, and to make the department · as
.efficient as poosible. The hon. member, Mr.
Kidston, referred to a small matter that I
may explain. He said that a land agent informed a gentleman, for whose credibility he
vouches, that instructions had been given him
that no information should be givea regarding
land which was open or might be open. I am
satisfied that the gentleman referred to is under
a misapprehension. The land agent is there for
the purpose o£ giving that information, and it
seems incredible that he should ~ay it was part
of his instructions that he should not give information. If the officer made such a statement
he would deserve to be dismissed at once as
being unfit for his position, but I am satisfied
that he did not. I think the explanation is
this :-That the gentlemen in question went to
the office and awked for information concerning
the quality of the land nnd so forth, but it is
a. rule of the department that representations shall not be made as to the quality
of land. Every possible information is given
to enable intending selectors to go on the
land, and satisfy themselves as to its quality,
and they are the best judges ; but it is no part
of a land agent's business to make any representations beyond what are shown by the lithographs-whether it is lightly timbered country,
or well grassed, or open country, or other things
of that kind, but not more. It is an axiom of
the department that selectors shall see the land,
and satisfy themsel res that it is what they
require; because where the contrary policy has
been pursued there has been nothing more
common than to find this is made an excusethat representations were made as to the quality
of the land, and on the strength of those representations, and without going on to it himself he
took it up, and found he had been misled. Nothing
is more unsatisfactory to an officer of the department than to be met in that way, and tlierefore
it is highly probable that the land agent in this
cage declined to go into that question. I know
it is often complained that more information of
this sort is not given by the department, but if a
man is dis:tppointed through mismanagement or
any other cause he naturally blames the department for what he considers to be a misrepresentation as to the quality of the land. Nothing
can be more satisfactory than personal inspection by the person intending to select, or someone
authorised on his behalf. Then there was a
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matter in regard to lands outside the scheduled
area, referredto bythehon. member, Mr. Ourtis,
concerning leases which were sold or were about to
be sold by auction. So far as I know, a great deal
of the country in question was taken up for
speculative purposes by persons who never saw
it. I know one man who selected a very large
area out there, and never went near it. He paid
rent for a couple of'years in the hope that the
existing boom in pastoral properties would induce
some wealthy Victorian, for instance, to take it off
his hands at a profit. 'l'hat is the history of a great
deal of that land. No dvubt a great deal of it is
utterly worthless under existing circumstances.
Mr. Ct'RTIS : There is an immense area, more
than I said.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
I think the· hon. member rather overstated the
area, but he was n:)t very far wrong. He spoke
of the cnuntry outside the schedule as if the
whole of it were forfeited, but that is not so.
Only that coloured pink on the map is forfeited,
and a great deal of that is now occupied. I have
no hesitation in s>ying that it is forfeited because
the part upon which rent is being paid commands it.
That is to say, the forfeitures have taken place
in respect of those blocks which are waterless,
and the back cvuntry commanded by the country·
for which the lessees are still paying rent. A good
deal of the land is perfectly worthless. There is
a strip running north and south from the southwest corner of the colony on which, I believe,
for the last two ye~rs there has not been a drop
of fresh water. 'rhe Central Rabbit Board tried,
through the Gregory Rabbit Board, to erect a
rabbit-proof fence near the western boundary,
and nothing but salt water could be got in that
district. The only way in which men could be
kept on the ground was by taking condensing
engim,s out and dealing with the salt water; but
I believe the contractor has failed, :tnd the work
has been hung up for some months.
Mr. LEAHY: Is not that a reason why you
require special legislation.
.
'rhe SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS: •
I have said before that I consider it does require
sneciallegislation. I do not think "we shall ever
do very much with that piece of country ; but
.throwing open to occupation license the area that
was forfeited has had the effect of inducing
people occupying frontages, whose back blocks
might be threatened by persons taking out occupation licenses-p0ssibly for the purpose of
blackmailing-it had the effect of inducing them
to come forward and ask that the unexpired
balance of the lease shall be put up to auction.
A large proportion, however, will continue to be
unoccupied, because it would not pay a man to take
it up even if he got it for nothing. We hope that
the extension of our trunk lines of rail way and
of a line from the Gulf towards Cloncurry will
open up a large r.ortion of country in that direction. I shall not deal at any great length with
the speeches delivered by hou .. members; but I
wish to refer tu the statement that the Government have refrained from adopting many of the
suggestions made by the Lands Commission.
On the contrary, I think I can show that we have
adopted a good many. There are at least four
very important matters which have been
embodied in the Bill itself, and there are a
number of matters in connection with the
administration of the department which do not
find a place in legislation but which I ha,•e
adopted nevertheless. I may say that the
inquiries of the Lands Commission led them to
the· same conclusions as those at which I hctd
already arrived through my knowledge of the
department acquired since l took office ; and in
many respects I am proposing to carry out the
suggestions of the commission. In soine respects
I had actually anticipated their recommenda-
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tions. For instance, they recommend uniform
survey fees. Io i,, not more than a week since I
laid on the table the formulated re mlations for
the adoption of uniform survey fees throughout
the colony, so that every selector know' exactly
what he will have to pay.
Mr. MCRRAY: They are not donP at a uniform
cost.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
No, but the amount charged is the average. It
has taken many months going through a long
series of items showing the cost of surveys in
various parts of the colony to formulate that
scale, and I believe it will work admirably.
There are certain amendments to the Bill which
will probably be found nfrcessary, an<l which I
shall not object to adopt. Amendments have
been suggested from time to time during the
debate, and in some inst<tnces the matters to
which they refer are matters upon which I had
some doubt. It sometimes happem in preraring
a Bill that one has to adopt one of two courses
that may prePent themselveo tu his mind ; and
when one couree appt<HS <tS good acdhe other it
takes very little to turn the balance either way.
I have found myself in that position frequently
during the last two sessions, and I mention it
now in order to free myself from any charge
of not knowing my own mind when proposing
amendments on my own Bill. One very important
matter about which there has verhaps been more
heartburning than any other is the question of
the tribunal. But before I go into that I wish
to refer to another matter. Exception was taken
by the hon. member for Bulloo, and perhaps by
some other hon. members, as to the method of
valuing improvements under the Public \Vorka
Lands Resuniption Act. .For my own p<trt I do
not see any great objection to the present method.
I thought that with such a tribunal os ic is proposed to constitute under this Bill it would have
been highly acceptable to all classes of tenants
to have everything decided by that tribunal, and
that they would not desire to go to the Public
W arks Lands Resumption Act. Still, if there
is anything in the contention that the propos<tl in
the Bill savmirs of repudiation I may say that
there is no desire to pass any measure which
would be in the nature of repudiation; and I think
I have argned with some show of reason that there-"
constitution of the tribunal was not repudi<ttion.
Possibly it might be contended th<tt depriving
pastoral tenants of the right to h"'e valuations
made under the Public Works Lands Resumption Act ~;avours of repudiation, and, if they
desire it, I do not see any very serious objection
to allowing the present system to continue. I
should like to 'ay a few words with reference to
something that fell from several hon. members
concerning the proceedings of the preoent Land
Board. Among them was the hon. member for
Lockyer, who 9poke very severely about the proceedings of the board. I shall not refer to what
the hon. membEjr for Mitchell said, because,
although he undoubtedly stated that there was
political influence at the back of the Land
Board, he afterwards qualified that statement,
and said it was possible there might be political
influence behind them. He also referred to a
particular case in which he implied that political
influence had been brought to be:tr on the board,
but I :tm glad to say he afterwardH qualified
that statement. Subsequently he referred to the
fact that it is proposed in the present Bill to
perpetuate the provision giving the Governor in
Council power to remit cases to the board for
rehearing, and he implied that such a course
would prejudice the minds of members of the
board in favour of one view or the other. I cannot
think that that would ever be so. If the members
of the board are the sort of men I believe them
to be, and that I think they have proved them-
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selves to be, they would very properly resent
an~- interference by the Executive.
Bringing
political influence to bear upon them is a
very different thing from sending a case back
to thtm for rehearing, when they may give
exactly the same verdict, and prolJably would
do so on the same evidencP. The only instances
in which, as far as I know, that power has
been exercised up to the preseb t time have been
in cases where the court it,elf, if it were an
ordinary court of law, would have granted a new
trial before itself-th;c;t is, on the ground that
the parties had been prevented in some way,
over which they had no cnntrol, from adducing
certain evidence which they are now able to
adduce, and that submission of that evidence
might lead the tribunal to come to' a different
decision. But that is a very different thing from
saving that the tribunal is amenable to political
influence. I have had scores of applications
made to me for rchearings, and, unless the
grounds for making the request have been stated,
I have inmriably asked the n,pplicants to state
their re:lsons, and ha,ve not granted the application except it has been shown that they were
prejudiced by something that occurred at the
trial, or were unable at the time to adduc~ certain material evidence. As a matter of fact,
very few rehearings have come before the board.
Mr. LEAHY: They <tre nearly always· refused,
I know.
The SECHETARYFORPUBLIO LANDS:
Yes, and I certainly think they should be
refused, unle's the board itself, as has happened
on one or two occasions, express a desire to
reconsider its own decision.
Mr. DAwsoN: How would that work in the
District Court?
The SECRETARY J<'OR PUBLIC LANDS :
The District Court ho,s power to grant a new
trial, and the grounds on which a rehearing is
granted before the board are the same as those
on which a court of law would grant an applic<ttion for a new, trial.
That is one of the
principles which I unoerstand guided my immediate predece8sor in office, if not other
Ministers. The qnestion of appeals is one upon
which there has been a good deal of heMtbnrning. I have said before-and I cannot say it
too often-what members call an appe2l under
the present law is not really in the nature of an
"ppe<tl. \Vhen a matter goes from the Land
Board to a Supreme Court judge and assessors
it is a new trial, almost invariably on new
evidence. I believe that in every case that has
occurred the evidence given before the Supreme
Court has been totally different from that submitted to the Lend Board, and it is 0nly reasonable to assume that if people bring forward new
evidence the decision will be different. I am
sorry the hon. member for Lockyer is not present, because he, who ought to have known
better, actually said it was scandalous that the
decision of the Land Board should havR been
reversed in a p<trticular case. What is there
scandalous in a court of law having its decision
reversed by a superior court on a question of law
qn the "ame evidence? Such a thing is common
in the old country, and it occurs in every place
which has an appeal court that is independent
and knows its duty. There is nothing disgraceful or scandalous about it; it is simply
a difference of opinion, and the majority decide,
their decision becoming law until it is overruled by some other court. If that is so in
ordinary appeals at law bow much more is it
so in the case the ban. member for Lockyer
spoke of, in which a trial took place before
the Land Board. The party concerned gave
his evidence, but his brother, who was also an
applicant for the 8ame land, did not come forward, and the fact that he was not put in the
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witness-box had an ugly look. It looked as if he
was afraid to face the tribunal. But when the
matter came before the Supreme Court not only
was fresh evidence given by the selector him&elf,
who had evidently learnt a wrinkle or two in the
court below, but his brother was also put in the
box, and· there was an overwhelming case established in his favour. Under those circumstances
the Supreme Court judge naturally arrived at a
different decision from that which had been
arrived at by the Land Board.
J\lr. BATTERSBY : \Vhy was not his brother
summoned?
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
It was not for the Land Board to summon him.
It was for the selector to establish his case, and
the suppression-if there was a suppression of a
witness--had a sinister look about it. It is not
for me to say that the brother did not tell the
absolute truth about the matter, but when he
was called a good case was made out for the
selector, and the judge arrived at a decision
which I have not the slightest hesitation in
sayirig the Land ·Board would have arrived
at had they had the same evidence before them.
In fact, the members of the Land Board have
intimated to me since that they would have. given
the same decision if they had harl the same evidence before them. And yet, I regret to sav, an
hon. member stood up in this House and talked
of the upsetting of their decision as a scandal.
That was distinctly uncalled for, and it was a
reflection upon a tribunal which it should be the
object of Parliament to uphold as much as it can,
and not to degrade. The point has bee'n raised
that the pro!Josal to do away with the rehearing
before the judge of the Supreme Conrt with
assessors, which is now obtainable by any party,
savours of repudiation. I am not going over the
arguments I have used to combat that view on
previous occasions, but I will say that I was
amused to hear one argument used by the hon.
member for Bulloo, the hon. member for Balonne,
and some 0ther members-that in taking away
that rehearing the lessees were being deprived
of a right which is possessed by the meanest
individual in the land-namely', of appealing
to the Supreme Court. That is not so. That is
where the word "appeal" is mi:;]eading. If I
bring an action in the District Court, the matter
is conclud~d in that court. If the court goes
wrong on a point of law it is true I have my right
of appeal on that question of law to the Supreme
Court, but I have uot the right to have my case
reheard by the Supreme Court, and that is where
hon. members who have used that argument have
failed. They certainly failed to see the exact
difference between the appeal which they said
was possessed by the meanest individual and the
deprivation of the pastoral lessees of a rehearing
before a judge of the Suvreme Court with
~tssessors, after their case had already been
decided by a competent tribunal.
·
Mr. LEAHY: That is not putting it fairly.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
I think so.
Mr. LEAHY: All right, we will fix that up in
committee.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
I am simply dealing now with the argument
that this was not a repudiation-but a deprivation of a right which is now enjoyed by every
member of the public.
.
Mr. LEAHY : Of course, you are giving a
sentence without the context.
The SECRETARY FOH. PUBLIC LANDS:
\V ell I am not allowed to quote the hon. member's speech.
Mr. LE.AHY: Oh, yes, you are.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS :
I do not want to, but at all events I understood
that to be the argument. I contend-and I be-
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lieve my arguments are supported by eminent
jurists-that an alteration of a tribunal, or the
substitution of one tribunal for another, can in
no sense-be regarded as an act of ·repudiation;
nevertheless, if a section of the community
honestly think that their rights are being overridden by any such action, and that it s.wours of
repudiation, unless Parliament is thoroughly
satisfied that these complaints would be silenced
by its action, it is not desirable that it
should go forth to the world that a large
section of the community think they are
labouring under di;abilities which have been·
imposed upon them. Seeing that there is such
stmng exception taken to the proposal in the
Bill, it may be desirable to concede something
to those lessees who are in occupation of the
land under the Act of 1884 and the amending
Acts. I shall therefore propose in committee
lhat the Bill shall stand as it is so far as the
tribunal is concerned-that up to a certain point
the procedure in every case shall be exactly
similar. There will be first of all the hearing
before a 8ingle member of the Land Court, then
there will be the rehearing before the Land
Appeal Court, consisting of two members of the
court and a District Uourt judge. So far as
regards tenures created under thi,Bill that shall be
final and conclusive on questions of fact. Anybody of course may appeal, as provided in the Bill,
to the Full Court, sitting inbanPo, upon a question
of law. But, with regard to existing tenureo
under the Act of 1884, and the amending Acts,
if any person thinks himself aggrieved at the
decision of the Land Ap10eal Court, he shall have
the right to go to the present Appeal Court, and
apply for a rehearing before a judge of the
Supreme Court sitting with two assessors. I do
. not like that. I like best what is now in the Bill,
!:ut, in view of the strong opposition to the
proposals of the Bill, not only in the Press of
Queensland, but throughout Australasia, where
this matter has been considered as affecting the
rights nf property, I think the suggestion I have
· made is a fair way out of the difficulty. It will
enable this Parliament to do justice to the lessee~
without incurring the reproach of having done
something savouring of repudiation.
Mr. DAWSON: You mean it is a fair com·promise.
·
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
I hold that it is not repudiation, but other people
hold that it is. The only e;round on which it can
be argued that· it is repudiation is that it is a part
of a contract which has been made with the
Crown tenants, and that is the only reason why
it should be retained: It is Ltbsolntely necessary
to re-constitute the Land Board, and if it comes
to that, technically that is just as much repudiation as the proposal which is in the Bill at the
present tim8, Technically, any interference
with that tribunal is repudiation according to
the arguments used.
·
Mr. LEAHY : Not if the parties consent.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
But who is going to consent for all the pastoral
leesees? Does the hon. member assume to speak
for all of them?
·
Mr. LEAHY: I speak for the greater part of them.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
The hon member can speak for Bulloo, lnit he
cannot say a word for anyone else in this House.
He has no right to speak for my constituents or
those of any other hon. member. He is quite
capable of r8presenting Bulloo in this matter,
and ably he does it, but he has no mandate from
the pastoral tenants generally to vary the contracts which they have made with the Crown. I
do not recognise the hon. member as the business
agent of his constituents.
Mr. MoDONALD: He had a mighty big brief a
little while ago.
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The SECRETARY :FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
That is. not the capacity in which he appearo
here. He is a parliamentary representative in
this House, and has no authority to vary contracts between the State and its tenants unless
he comes to my office and produces an authority
to represent particular persons. Undoubtedly a
rehearing by the board migbt not affect tlJe
int'erests of tenants to the same extent, but as a
matter of principle one is just as much repudiated
as the other. I have prepared an amendmeut
embodying the proposal I intend to make, and
there are one or two other minor matters in which
slight amendments will be necessary in the
earlier parts of the Bill, and I propose to circulate them among hon. members for their approval. Although I think the provision in the
Bill to which I have alluded is a right one, yet
in order to allay this feeling in referm,ce to
alleged repudiation it is desirable that we should
meet the objections ::ts far us possible, and I
believe the way I have suggested will be a safe
way of doing it in· the intere"ts of the c.oiony,
and will avoid a great deal of ill-feeling and
dissatisfaction. If other hon. members have
amendments to propose I would suggest that we
take the various p::trts of the Bill as separate
Bills, so that we shall not be overladen
with a vast sheaf of amendments, and hnn.
members will thus h::tve less to distract their
minds from the subject under consideration.
I have nothing more to say except to thank
h'!n. members for. the way in which the
B1ll has been received, and to re- echo the hope
that we ehall endeavour in committee to make
the Bill a really good one. It is my ardent
desire to pass the Bill this session. That was
my desire last year also, and I' am deeply sorry
that it was not passed then. I believe if the
measure is not a good one now it may be made
so in cpmmittee, and I sincerely hope hon. members will use their best endeavours to assist t'he
Government in making it what it ought to beas good a land measure as is to be found in
Australia.
HoNOURABLE MEMBERS : Hear, hear!
Question put and passed ; and the committal
of the Bill made an Order of the Day for Tuesday
next.
PASTORAL LEASES . EXTENSION BILL.
SECOND READING.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LAJ'\DS:
This Bill, some hon. members may think, should
have found a place in the Land Bill, but it deals
with a separate branch of land legislation from
that which is dealt with in the Land Bill proper.
It has reference to the Pa,toral Leases J<Jxtension Acts which have been passed from time to
time providing for the extension- of leases in
cons!deratio!' of the les•ees erecting rabbitnettmg fencmg. Hon. members will remember
that it was provided in 1892 thatIf the lessee of a holdin-g under Pitrt III. o! the
Crown Lands Act of 1884 proves to the oatisfaction of
the Land Board at any time before the 1st day of
January, 1894 . . _ . that there has been erected upon

t.he external boundaries of the whole of the area which
comprises his holding, together with so much of the

resumed part of the run of which the holding formed

part as is not for the time being in the lawful occupation of some other person, a substantial and permanent
fenc~ of snch a character as to prevent tlle pas!'.age of
rabbtts, the board shall issue to him a certificate
certifying the fact.

That applied to holdings under "the Ac' of 1869,
outside the schedule of the Act of 1884, to pastoral
leases under the Act of 1884, and to grazing farms.
The time within which that proof had to be
made was extended by the Act of 189,! to the
30th June, 1895, and that again was further
extended for reasons which were considered by
Parliament to be valid at the time. I now ask
in this Bill that that period should he still
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further extended; and that for several reasons.
It will be remembered that Parliament und~r·
took to supply wire-netting to various lessees for
t.he purpose 'of enabling them to erect rabbitproof f<mces w hieh would entitle them to an
extension of lease under the Acts I have quoted.
Such lessees were to give charges upon their
holdings to seem e the repiqment of the cost
of the netting dElivered at the nearest railw~y st::ttion, together with 5 p'·r cent. interest,
subject to the condition that the fences should
be maintained in good repair during the period
of the lease. Owing to one cause. or another it
has been found imlc'ossible up to the present time
to supply more than very little of that rabbitnetting. Some of it was ready twelve months
ago, and it has been rapidly accumulating at the
store and at the railway stations where it was
known it would be required, \Ve had to deal
with the question from the departmental or
buoine's point of view. First of all, I must have
security for it in the Lands Department. That
is an essential; and it is the steps leading to the
getting of that security that has been the cause
of the delay. The applications were all in and
had been in for oome time. It _was then neces·
·,ary for the department to find out through
various channels-and the best were n>~turally
the rabbit boards in the various districts-to
what lessPes it was desirable the netting should
be first distributed. We had only a limited
quantity when the inquiry VIas made, and owing
to the delays-in some cases the extraordinary
delays-that occurred on the part of persons
sending in those recommendations the time
slipped by. One board only meets every three
months, and their district is a very large one. At
last we have received several recommendations
and the netting is now being supplied. Then
came the question of the ch,rges-an entirely
new thing-pre]Jaring them and sending them
out to the various lessees throughout the country,
which was a formidable departmental labour.
They came back in many instances filled up
wrong, signed wrong-, and. so on. However, I
think the thing i~ in a f::tir way now, and w·e
shall be able to supply the netting, though cer·
tainly not in time to enable the lessees to obtain
the benefit of the Act passed for that purpose
unlees this amendment or the Jaw takes place
and the period is extended for another twelve
months. I have before me the cases of two runs,
the owners of w hi eh did not come to the Crown.
for their netting, or ·for a very small portion in
one case. They elected to find their .own netting
owing to the delay they saw would take place
before they could get it from the Crown, and in
their desire to run no possible risk of going past
the date allowed by the present law. In one
case they have actually spent a large amount. of
money. They finished erecting forty or fifty
miles of netting about six months ago; they have
lOO miles more of netting on the ground, and
they have spent between March, 1SU6, and March,
1897, £6,000 on the erection of the netting. The
whole of the contractors threw up their contracts
six months ago, and ·are unable to proceed with
the work owing to the drought. The southern
and westPrn boundaries are not completed.
There are still fifteen or sixteen miles more to be
done, and they cannot possibly complete t>Ven
that j)art before the 31st December, 1897. In
the other case forty miles of netting have been
erected on the eastern boundary, and sixteen
miles on the southern boundary ; there ·are fortyfive miles of netting on the run and thirty-five
more at the nearest railway station which they
cannot move until the drought breaks. There
also the contractors have given up the work and
cleared out, and it was impossible for them to
complete even the southern and western boun·
daries.
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Mr. KERll: Are those cases in the Central
district?
·The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
They are two cases picked out at random, but I
do not think I am at liberty to disclose the
names. I mention them as typical etses to give
some idea of the difficulties which have attended
the erection of this netting. I have a long list
of stations which ctre all in the same fix. For these
reasons I think it will be only doing justice to
those lessees, after having induc<>d them to incur
this expenditure-the delay having been caused
by re~sons beyond the control nf the department
-to extend the date from the 31st D•ecem ber next
to the 31st December, 18DS. Hon. members are
aware of the drought the \Ve,ct has passed through:
and what harm i" there in the proposed extension?
The 'lessees will erect tl::ese fences as soon as
possible, and that will create work for men in
the West, where there is none too much of it in
these times. I think this improvement should
be encouraged in every possible way. That our
method of dealing with rabbits by fencing is
better than those adopted in New South \Vales,
I do not hesitate to say. The results can be
seen by anyone who travels through therabbitinfested country between the two colonies.
:Mr. HAHDACRE : You forget your own report
-the report of the Under Secretary for Lands.
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
The hon. member is making a very bold assertion. I do not forget it at all. I say that re port
would never have been worded in the terms that
it is had it not been for the measures we have
taken to prevent the incursions of rabbits. Had
it not been for those measures be would have
had to tell of rabbits having gone as far as the
Gulf, and that large areas of country in the
Southern and Western portion of the colony had
become actually useless, as much of the land on
the New South -wales side of the border has
become in consequence of the incursions of
rabbits. It is the rabbit fencing which has
confined the rabbits to a comparatively small
portion of Queensland, and the extension of
the system and subdivision of fences are the
principal methods by which the pest is to be
kept in check and our pastureS- saved from
ruin. That is the principal matter dealt with
in the Bill, but I have also taken advantage
of the opportunity to remedy one or two
defects in the existing Acts. On referring to
the Pastoral Leases Extension Act of ·18D2 it
will be seen that the same provisio10 does not
apply to the whole of the three classes of tenure
-the pastoral leases under the Act of 1869,
the pastoral leases unO.er the Act of 1884, and
grazing farms. The proviso I speak of does not
apply to grazing farms. Why that is so I cannot
say, unless it was thought that the boundaries of
grazing farms could always be fenced, as they
would not be natural features. There is this
proviso in respect of the othersProvided th:tt it shall not be nece>sary that the
fence should have been erected on the exact external
boundaries, if in the opinion of the board it follows
those boundaries as closely as circumstancr-s will rea~

sonably permit,
That is perfectly reasonable, and I pmpose to
apply it to grazing farm~ also. Several instances
hnve been brought under my notice in which it is
impossible to erect fences upon the boundaries of
those farms. In one case it would be necessary
to fence a mile through a waterhole thirty feet
deep. There are other cases where the boundary
is of such a character as to render a rabbit· proof
fence unnecessary.
Mr. FrrzGERALD : What sort of a boundary
would that be?
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS:
Well, a water hole thirty feet deep and 100 yards
wide would be as good as any rabbit fence. In
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the case I have quoted the selector completed
the fencing of the whole of his boundary except·
this waterhole ; but the board, in the strict
reading of the Act, were unable to give him his
certificate for an e:s:tension of lease, and as the
law stands he could not fence around the edge
of the waterhole, for his boundary goes to the
middle. Those are anomalies which were not
foreseen, and which hon. members will agree
should be corrected. '!'here is one provision
which affects the district of the hon. member for
Balonne materially and many other districts.
In the Land Bill it is provided in respect to
future tenures created under it that it shall not
be necessary, as one of the conditions entitling a
selector to a lease, that he shall erect rabbit-proof
fencing unless it is so mentioned in the proclamation. At present the erection of rabbit-proof fencing is compulsory in certain districts. A~ I pointed
out la;t year, if that provision were strictly
observed, the effect would be that we should have
grazing farms perhaps 150 miles apart-like plums
in a pudding-fenced in; But what good would
that be as a barrier against the incursion of rabbits? It would only be a barrierforthe particular
h'olding that was fenced, and in many instances
the rabbits would not be within 200 or 300 miles
of those holdings. What I have said to those
who have complained in this matter is that,
having taken up their farms on that condition,
I cannot absolve them from its performance,
but I have pledged myself to introduce to Parliament a measure which will give the Minister
power to absolve them from that condition,
unless he, on the recommendation of the Land
Board, shall be of opinion that its performance
is necessary for some public purpose- for
instance, as a connecting link in a line of fencing.
Mr. GROOM: Why not the commissioners?
Why go through the formality of the Land
Board?
The SECRETARYI<'OR PUBLIC LANDS:
As the hon. member has raised that point it is
just as well to deal with it.. It must be borne in
mind that ont of forty-two land commissioners
and land agents upon whom I have to rely in
the administration of the land laws of the colony,
only about a third are officers of the Lands
Department. We have commissioners who are
Customs officers and practically know nothing
whatever of the ·Lands Department; and this
matter is of such importance that it should be
decided by the Minister or the board, and it
is better still that it should be decided by
the Minister with the approval of the board.
That is one reason why it is impossible to rely
upon the decisions of the commiRsioners with any·
degree of certainty, and no change can be made
at present without increasing the expenditure of
the Lands Department to a very great extent.
The 5th clause may perhaps be not very intelligible to hon. members, but it is introduced to
settle a point of law in regard to which there is
some doubt. It is doubtful if a man has the
right to recover half the cost of wire-netting
fencing from his neighbours. vVhen a man
gives another notice to fence he cannot recover
until the whole of the other holding has been
fenced, and that may not be within six months;
but on the other hand the Fencing Act limits
his time of recovery to six months, so that there
is a difficulty. This clause will get over that
difficulty. The 6th clause contains the extension
of time to which I have already referred. I
move that the Bill be now read a second time.
Mr_ MURRA Y: I am very pleased that the
Secretary for Lands has introduced this Hill,
because it is absolutely necessary, as I know
many cases in which lessee; have been unable,
through droull'h.t and other cau~es, to compl.Y
with the cond1t10ns of the Fencmg Act. Th1s
extension of time will overcome the difficulty,
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and ';~'ill be a great boon to those now engaged. in
negngence somewhere, and they do not deserve
, erectmg mbb1t-proof fences. I also agree w1th
any assistance. When the Act wa~ passed giving
the provision that a le,;see Bhnuld not be ccmthe extension it was understood that they were
pelled to put up a rabbit-proof fence upon the
to fence the whole of their country; now it is
exact boundary of his holding, because in many
proposed that where the natm:al features of
instance< the boundary runs along a watet course,
the country are such a,.; to prevent the passage
and the fence would be always liable to be swept
of rabbits they are to get the benefit of that by
away. I know aiso that there is a general
not being obliged to fence, but the Government
complaint amongst grazing farmms that they
are not to get anything in return. vV e hear
are compellt··l by law to erect rabbit-proof
statements made about repudiation sometimes;
fences, which they cannot afford in many
but here it is proposed to make people a present
cases, and it is n<Jt really necesEary. At one
of more than they bargained fnr.
It has
time I was greatly in favour of making rabLitnot been explained satisfactorily to my mind
proof fencing compulsory, but having seen the
how the delay has occurred, and I do not
hardship that such a provision inflicts upnn many
see why they should get more time than is
settlers, I have come to the conclusion that it is
allowed under the present Act, which provides
better to make it optional. This is a concession
that they can get permission up to the 31st
that will he very much approved of; hut I think
December, 1898. Surely between now and then
it would have been better to have given the
they will have had time to have this rabbit
rabbit board a say as to where fences shall be
fencing finished. Coming tD clause 5, I would
·erected. They are supposed to supervise the
like to know how far it applies. Some time ago
erection of these fences, and they would be the
there was a selection taken up in a certain dis·
best judges as to the necessity of erecting them.
trict, and on the boundary of the selection there.
In places where different selecticns are separated
was a rabbit-proof fence. The selector took up
by blocks of inferior country which no one would
the selection thinking he would not have to pay
think worth enclocing, the hoard should step in
for the fencing until the whole of the· selection
and erect the necessary fences, so that there
was fenced; but before the Land Board approved
should be no breaks in the line. I shall support
o£ his a!Jplication they put in amongst the value
the second reading.
of the improvements, for which the man had to
Mr. FITZGEHALD : I did not e.,pect this
pay, half the cost o£ the boundary fence,
Bill would have come before us to-night, or I
including wire-netting and cost of fencing.
should have been prepared with a few facts
That ia rather rough on a selector when he
that have come under my notice. I cannot
takes up land like that, and the adjoining lessee
look upon this Bill without some suspicion,
is using the fence, and it is only fair to extend
and I shall not support it if I can find any hon.
the Act to selectors of that kind so a> not to
member to support me. The otJly clause with
compel them to pay for improvements to the
whkh I agree is clause 4, wl1ich gives the
original lessee until they have, made use of the
Minister power, with the approv:tl of the board,
fence. 'What I nnderstand by the clause is that
to exempt selectors from erecting rabbit-proof
it only applies to actually adjoining selections
fences. I inay mention that a lot of country
and not to fences dividing runholders from
west of Longreach only came under the Pastoral
selectors, but they should all be 'brought within
Leases I~xtension Act after the passing of the
the same category. I have not heard sufficient
evidence yet to show me that any default has
Act of 18D5, but a lot of selections were thrown
open on \Vellshot and other runs before then,
been made by anybody but the persons it is
and the selectors are not COll1!•8lled to fence with
proposed to relieve by the Bill, and I shall vote
rabbit-proof netting. One of the selections in
against the second reading if a division is called.
the middle of this group was forfeited, and was
Mr. GROOM : I think that if the Bili is
taken up again after the Act of 18\15 came into
passed only for the sake of putting the 4th clause
into operation it will accomplish a great deal of
force, and the selector was compelled to put up a
good. The evidence given before the commisrabbit-proof fence, and as the other selectors are
not under that Act he cannot even claim half
sion in many respects pointed out that the
the cost of the fence. All those selections are in
fencing with wire was a very serious grievance,
and was positively obstructing settlement. Pera part of the country where rabbits are not to be
feared, and this fencing means a tremendons
haps the district in which we got the strongest
expense. I1Iany of the selectors have written to
evidence was that represented by the hon. memme saying that if they thought the department
ber for Balonne, Mr. Story. The evidence' of
would have insisted upon this fencing they would
the president ot the Selectors' Association in the
not have taken up the selections, so if this
Ounnamulla di"trict was most emphatic on the
matter. He was asked,
clause is passed it will be great relief to them.
With reference to se0tion 6, which is really the
Have you heard complaints from selectors about the
compulsory rabbit fencing? They all complain about
point in dispute, I think that those runholders,
that. The Act containing that provision came into
especially round my district, ha vo a very good
force in ='fovember, 1895, and grazing farmers now have
bargain as it is--too good, in fact ; and this is
to fence in their holdings with rabbit~ proof netting
going to extend the time. I think the Minister
within three years, and they cannot obtain their IeaseH
should ha'e told us whose fault it wc~s that the
till they have fenced, Of course they must put up
del:.y took place,
,
some feuce to keep their stock, or else shepherd them,
which is a very expensivt mode of keeping tllmn in the
The SECRETAI\Y FOR PUBLIC LA~ms : It was
present day, and also it does not do the stock justice.
not the fault of the les,ees.
\Ve ha.ve all under-estimated our expenditure, and when
Mr. FITZGERALD: I understand that the
we go to a financial institution we are told they can do
hon. gentleman sent to them for information,
no~hlng until we get our leases, and we cannot get our
and they objected to the prices. Some hon.
leases until we rabbit-proof fence. A hard-working man
member interjects that it was with reference to
may have put £1,400 or £1,500 into his selection, and ~t
the end of two years, when he wants to erect a r!l.bbltthe securitieil, but I do not know what that
proo! fence, he may find that he has not the capital,
means. Doe' it mean that the mortgagees
and
cannot borrow it, and may lose hi& selection.
would not hand over the leases and deposit them
Another witness, who was equally emphatic,
with the Minister? Wbere ie the diff;culty
, was askedabout the security ?
You think the efforts of the Rabbit Board sufficient
Mr. LEAHY: Cert"in schedule forms had to be
to prevent their increase or incursion P [ do not think
signed.
their efforts are sufficient without private enterprise.
Mr. FITZGEEALD: If they kept the departA great many who take up selections do not know until
ment "aiting from December, 189:1, until now
they take up country what the actual expense will be.
for schedule forms to be signed there was gross
Hard-working men, who do their own fencing and
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tank-sinking, but are not good at financial calculations,
have fenced in with a six-wire fence. They a.re unable

to find the money to put up a rabbit-proof fence, so

t.hat if it still remains compulsory it means ruin to
good citizens. They have not the means, and the

capital they have inve,te.d will be forfeited.
Another witness gave corroborative evidence,
and said-

VVithout exception I really believe everyone who has
taken up a farm lately under the compul.:mry 11etting

clause" ha• taken it up in the hope that the Act will be
repealed.
Then he was asked with regard to a number of
selections on the Paroo whether they were taken
up in the belief that the Act would be repealed, '
and he replied, "Yes." 'I hat is the evidence
given in one district, but in all the rabbit districts we visited similar testimony was given by
selectors-that compubory fencing by them at
the present time would be ruinous in many instances; and, as the Minister pointed out, without any practical effect, because very often one
selection is enclm,ed with wire-netting ; an intervening space of fifty or sixty miles is without
any fence whatever, and the rabbits have full
play to come as they please, so that as a preventive .of the incursion compulsory netting is a
failure. Jl.foreover, to impose on selectors a condition which· involves the expenditure of from
.£1,500 to £2,000, in addition to their other expenses, is imposing upon them an unnecessary
burden, and I am therefore very glad that the
Minister has brought forward this amending
Bill. I suggebted incidentally just now that
land commissioners should be empowered to
grant permission to dispense with the erection of
fences in the cases referred to in the Bill. I am
aware that in many districts the persons holding
the office of land commissioner or land agant have
multifarious duties to perform, but I hope that
in some districts the Minister will relieve those
gentlemen and appoint his own officers. I could
mention one district wnere ·I am perfectly
satisfied that the gentleman who acts as land
agent should not be in charge of the office. A
more unsatisfactory witness, or one who was
able to give less information in regard to the
details of his office, I do not think the commission could possibly have examined. In fact,
he proved that the sooner he is relieved of
his duties in connection with the Lands Department the better it will be for the department and for selectors. But in other districts
there are thoroughly competent officers. As I
said on the second reading of the Land Bill, it
is asking the Land Board to deal with details
that could very well be attended to by efficient
commissioners. Mr. Francis, the commissioner
for Crown lands at Cunnamulla, is an exceedingly competent officer, and the evidence he gave
before the commission was of a highly satisfactory
character. He proved by his evidence that he
wa~ thoroughly acquainted with the work of his
office, and that he discharged his duties to the
satisfaction of the department and the country.
Why, then, should you call upon selectors in a
district like Cunnamulla to go through the
formality of sending in an application to the
Land Board?
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS : They
have simply to write a letter, and the commissioner will probably be called upon to report on
each case.
Mr. GROOM: After you pass Thargomindah
and gradually come in towards the settled
districts, the less appreh€nsion there appears to
be of an incursion of rabbits. The Rabbit Boards
have erected two boundary fences between New
South \V ales and Queensland-one along the
border, and the other about fifty or sixty miles
inside-and those fences have largely prevented
the rabbits from coming into the colony. The
Rabbit Boards in the Thargomindah district have
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expended about £54,000 in the erection of rabbitproof fences, and in doing so they have done good
service to the colony. But when you come into
the settled districts it does appear an injustice to
call upon selectors, whose capital is very limited,
to erect rabbit-proof fences that are unnecessary.
While I agree that every facility should be given
to pastoral tenants to erect these fences, I am one
of those who think that a very grievous mistake
was made when we agreed to an extension of their
lt•ctses for seven years, and I hope that mistake
will not be repeated.
An HONOURABLE MEMBER : Many of them
have not Laken advantage of it.
Mr. GROOM: All the stations held by financial institutions have done so, and it was an
injustice to the colony to give them a long extension of their leases at the rental they now enjoy.
The SECRE'l'ARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS: It was
done under a scare.
Mr. GROOM : I believe it was done under a
scare. \Ve do not now see what we saw just at
the time the hon. gentleman refers to, whsn you
could scarcely take up an issue of one of the daily
papers in the city which did not contain sensational telegrams stating that rabbits had been discovered -by the million in such-and-such a place.
A special commissioner was employed for no other
purpose than to go into New South \Vales and
write about the effects of the rabbit incursion
there, and tell us what was likely to be the effect
here suppo,ing the rabbits got into this colony.
A scare was created by these sensational stories
and telegrams, and we committed the grievous
mistake of extending the pastoral leases for
another seven years. Of course the error has
been committed, and those who have obtained
the extension are reaping the advantage of it,
but it should not be repeated. I shall vote for
the second reading of the Bill.
Mr. KERR : Like the hon. member for
Mitchell, I do not believe that this is such an
innocent little Bill as it looks. The Secretary
for Lands gave several reasons w by this extension should be given. One reason was that the
schedules which had been sent out to pastoralists
had not been filled in in a proper manner and
were returned to the Lands Department. There
are other reasons why the delay has taken place,
and it is just as well that the public should be
given both sides of the question, because the tax·
payers are finding the money for the wirenetting, and it is the pastoralists who are receiving the benefit.
Mr. LEAHY: They are paying 5 per cent. for
the money.
.
Mr. KERR : The. hon. ,member knows that it
is much easier to pay 5 per cent. on the cost of
an article than to pay for the article straight
out.
Mr. LEAHY: Yes, but the Government make a
profit of 2 per cent. on the transaction.
Mr. KERR : One reason why the squatters
are asking for a further extension is because they
have been unable to get the fences erected in
time. Contracts have been let to men from New
South \Vales, who have sublet to others. After
these sub-contractors have been at work ·for some
time they have found that they will be unable to
even make wages, and they have thrown up their
contracts. Such facts have come under my
notice in connection with Lansdowne, Nive
Downs, Burenda, and other stations. A ·contractor from New South Wales sublet to others,
who found that they could not make a living out
of their contracts, and they threw up the work,
and then could not get payment for the portion
of the fence that they had erected.
The SECRETARY l!'OR PUBLIC LANDS : Would
you penalise everyone because a thing of tha
kind had occurred?
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Mr. KERR: Then I have been informed that
a number of hotelkeepers took con tracts and
sublet them, and bonrZ fide working men in the
district I represent have been unable to get
employment because the contracts have been
taken so cheap. That is rme cc.use of delay.
The Secretary for Lands told us that there has
been a delay in supplying the pastoral lessees
with netting. Several hon. members know that
netting has been lying .tt the railway station!' for
some considerable time, and has not been removed by the pastorali;ts to their holding,.
The 8ECI\E1'ARY l•'OR PcBLIC LANDS: Not
Government netting.
~ Mr. KERR: Government netting. Netting
has been stacked at Alpha for some time. In
1890 and 1891 the c_crrier; were paid a reasonable
rate for carriage, but in 1895 a reduction was
made by the Pastoralists' Association of 2d. per
ton ver mile, which made the rate -lOd. per ton.
Th<>n at the meeting of the Pastoralists' Association this year at Charleville a further reduction
was made to 8d. per ton per mile. At that rate
the carriers cousider they cannot make an honest
and decent liYelihood, and they have refused to
take the loading away from the railway stations,
and the men wha have been supplied with wirenetting at the expense of the taxpaye1's of the
colony have been allo~Sed to stack it at the railway stations. And now they come down to this
Hom;e and ask, through the Secretary for Lands,
fr>r an extension of time so that they may be
enabled, as it were, to sweat the -carriers and
workers of the colony who have to help to find
the netting for them.
_
Mr. LEAHY : Is that not board netting?
The SECRETARY J;'OR PUBLIC L.i:s'DS : Of course
it is. It is quite impossible that it is Government netting for privace owners.
Mr. KERR: It is netting. I am speaking for
the men whom I represent. They have laid the
facts before me, and, though I may not be so
eloquent as the hon. member for Bulloo, I shall
endeavour to do n1y best for those whom I have
the honour to represent. \Vhen I was in Tambo
during the recess men who had sub-contracted
c~me to the police magistrate and endeavoured
to get suinn1nmv:;s issued again&t the contractor.:;
because they could not -get paid for the work
they had done, and the money for which is font>d
by the GovermneBt, It makes no difference if
this netting was found for the boards. When
hon. memberB voted for an extension of leasesand I was one who did-thev voted under the
belief that the Act would be "put in force-that
the men who got the extension would have to
fulfil their part of the contract.
Mr. LEAHY: That n~tting is not found under
this Act at all.
11:r. KERR : Allowing that, the pastoral
lessees have failed to complete the work in the
time specified, and they nuw ask for another
extm'"ion. The Land Board has the power, as
the hon. member for Mitchell pointed out, to
grant an extension when delay arises from some
unavoidable cause, such as a <1ronght or a want
of labour, until the end of 1898. If this Bill i,
passed the p"storal le&-,ees will apply for the
extensioh to be given by the Bill, and then when
the time has expired· they will apply to the Land
Board for a further extension on the ground that
they have been unable to obtain labour, or that
the carriers will not carry their mater-ial out
to the runs, and so they will be given until
the end of 189D. That is too much time. The
people who are living in those_ districts have
come to the conclusion that the squatters have
had a very fair extension of time already. If
they had been kept up to their contract they
would not have been able to let contracts as they
have done; they would not have been able to
stack the wire-netting as they have done, and
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they would not have been able to take the bread
out of the mouths of carric rs and other workers
in the colony.
Mr. LEAHY: The hon. member who has
just sat down rather confused things. He made
statements that he certainly did not prove. He
based all his arguments on the assumption that
certain wire-netting stacked at the railway
stations was for -the use of persons who have
taken advantage of the Act, whereas he had the
assurance of the Minister that it was nothing of
the kind. It is wire-netting, the proceeds of
money voted yearly on the Estimates for erecting
barrier fences acror;s country that has not taken
ad vantage of the Act.
Mr. KERI\ : The wire-netting that I know of
is at Alpha 8tation.
Mr. LEAHY: There is a great deal of rabbitinfested country to which Alpha is the nearest
station. Wben the Secretary for Lands, by
interjection, explained to the hon. member that
he was wrong he should have accepted that
explanation, unless he is in a position to prove
the contrary, I regret to see so much partizan
feeling being displayed in a matter of this kind.
Assuming that the pastoralist does get twelve
months' extension to enable him to put up the
netting, does it harm anyone? There is sufficient
time yet to enable him to erect the netting
and come under the Act if it is done at extraordinary expense, and the contention of some
hon. members seems to be that lJe should be
compelled to do it. It seems to be a sufficient
satisfaction to them to know that the pastoralist
would have to pay a great deal more for it than
it ought to cost nnder reasonable circumstances.
That is an extraordinary spirit to he exhibited by
men who pretend to legislate in the interests of
all classes of the community, and I must express
my great regret at hearing snch sentiments coming from any member of the House. As far as I
am concerned, this Bin does not affect my electorate at all. I believe there is one station in the
electorate which has taken advantage of the Act,
and that is in the north-east, near Charleville.
The owners of country most affected by rabbits
have not taken advantage of the Act, and yet a
great many of the stations are owned by large
financial institutions. Let me tell the hon.
member for Toowoomba that he is entirely mistaken when he says that all the stations owned
by financial institutions had done so. I tell
him he is entirely wrong. The hon. member
has told us on several occasions that he has
traveJled over the country, and having seen
for himself certain things, he has altered his
old opinions. That is entirely creditable to him,
and I think his views would have changed if
he· had kliown more about the country to which
this Act applies. I venture to say that if he
had travelled over this·- country, and seen it
for himself, he would not have made the statement that the whole of the runs included within
the boundaries of the Pastoral Leases Extension
Act rea.ped a grAat ad vantage by coming
under the Act, and much to the detriment of the
State. If that is so, how is it that they have not
taken advantage of this extended tenure? They
have not done 'So in the south-west. I only know
of one place that has done so. I believe one or
two more applied to come uncler the Act, but
they thought better of it. One of the runs in
that district I know fenced on its own account
~ome years ago, and is sorry for it.
The- fact
is that a very large portion of the colony,
and that portion which is most infested with
the rabbit plague, has not taken advantage
of the Pa:storal Leases Extension Act, and
when they have done so it was only to avoid
assessment. It is just as well that we should
clear up that point and come to a condusion
with a full knowledge of the facts before us.
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There are a great many cases in which much
employment could be afforded in the West by the
erection of these fences, and I can assure hon.
members opposite that in taking the steps they
are they are doing a very serious inj nry to a claRs
of men whom they profess to· be animated with
a desire to serve. I venture to say that no class
of men-not excepting shearers -earn better
wages than rabbit fencers. In many cases th11y
make £4, £3, and £6 a week, but of course that
is not by working eight hours a day. They are
ot;t piece-work, and put in as much as twelve nnd
fourteen hours a day.
·
Mr. MoDONALD : One man does two weeks
work in a week and deprives another of work.
Mr. LEAHY : The hem. member gets two
men's wa((es but he does not slmre it with anyone.

Mr. McDONALD: You get a thousand a year
and do not share it with anyone.
J\fr. LEAHY : If I do not share what I have,
I do not advocate that others should share what
they have. If I laid down that doctrine as the
hon. member does, I should endeavour to give
effect to it in practice. ThHe are scJine thing'
in this Bill which are certainly in the interests
of the class of settlers" hich hon. members take
a great interest in. I may not be given credit
for it, but I am strongly in favour of close
settlement, and there are provisions in this Bill
which will enable the Minister to assist close
settlement. 'The time is fast approaching when
close settlement will be the ruling power iu
the land, and it will be a very good thing that
every man should have an opportunity of making
a home for himself and his family. There is
a provision in the Bill mabling the fencing
to be erected on the ont>'ide boundaries, and
it is a most reas·mable thing. It is .a matter
of very great relief that that prvYision should
be extended, and it wiU be extremely useful
for the small settler. l will .repeat that I have
not risen on behalf of any special inlerest. I
have risen because I think that, having entered
into this contract, and the opportunities for carrying it out being beyond the c,mtrol of one par·ty
or the other-if it can b' shown that n<J injun·
is done to the State or to any individual, but on
the contrary that it will give a great measure
of relief, we should accevt the measure. A
good deal has been P~id about the boundaries
of the Pastoral Leases Act, passed two years
ago, but it is too late to go into that matter
now.
I never supP.orted tho~e boundarieB,
and I admit that they include a good deal
of country that will be required for clme settle.
ment. One effect of this Bill wiil be the erection
of a barrier of fences across south-western
Que<msland, and if by its m~ans we can prevent
the incursion of rabbits into the fairest land in
Queensland we shall b~ doing a very good action
indeed ; >tnd any man who stan.d.s up here to
oppose it-if that iuvaluac>le benefit can be
brought about by its mearis-will be doing an
injury to the colony; and only thos.c should
do so who are acting on the strictest personal
knowledge of. the fact•.
Mr. BATTERSBY: It is amu,ing to hear the
hon. member for Bul!oo tell ·US that this Bill
will only affect one station in his elect•1rate. I
arn going to tell him that tbGre are 175,000 aeres
in that one station. At an earlier stage to-night
we passed the second reading of a Bill to con.
S·llidate our lmd laws, and now, five minutes
afterwards, we are asked to ,,mend the Pastoral
Leases Extension Acts, 1R92 to 1895. The
Minister has givm1 11S no idea what. it is all
about. The 1st clause is all right. The 2nd is
to amend sections 4 and 5 of the Act of 1892. If
the hon. gentleman lmd told us wh",t those
sections were we should have been able to
compare them with the proposed amendment.
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Clause 3 is to amend the 6th section of the
Act of 1892; be might have told us what
that section was. Cianse 4 io to am~nd se,.
tion 4 of the Act of 1894; why dig he not
explain that? Clause 5 io to further amend
section 4 of the: Act of 1804-it appears they
could not put it all in-,md to repeal section 5
of the Act of 18!li5. Clam;e 6 i:, to amend section
4; >tnd the Bill finishes by saying it is printed
by authoritv: Edmnnd Gregory, Government
Pdnter. \\That is it; The be,t thinf< the
11inister can do is to put this Bill in th.·, fire,
aml embody its provisions in th•' Land Bill and
ha Ye done with it. That is my opinion, and I
give it for what it i~ worth. I say that our
land laws from 1884 to the present have been a
disgrace to those who made them at first am!
who have beJn trying to amend them afterwards. Burn them all and givil us the land
laws we had from ISGS to 1RS4, with perhaps a
few amendments ·a<ldd. It will be beeter for
the settled distrie..., at any rate. If this Bill
divi~ion

gnPs to a

I shall vPte ag·ain,;t it.

Mr. HARD ACRE: Thi,, Brll has b ·me Yery
good things, nnd alF 1 s<Jme Yery objectionable
thing~.

ThP pr(Jvi:--ion giving the ~Iu1ister power

to exempt grazing farnHi from the nece~sity of
constructing rabbit-proof fences dc:<erves the
thanks of gr;•zing farmera generally in those
areas. I han had letters on various occasions,
some quite recently, asking me particularly
when the matter came up in t.he House to try
and gPt something of that kind within the Land
Bill. The possibility af having to go to an
enormous expense to construct rabbit-proof
fencing h;;J proved to be on obstruction to settlement, esp.c.cially in cattle country. '.Vith regu.rd
to the seconrl chmse of the Bill, providing that
it shall not be nece csary to erect a ·fence on
any boundary whose· mi:tnral f<·>ltnres are of
such a ch·tracter as to be sufiicient t<> prevent
the P'"""ge of rabbits. I suppose this is really
a corollary to the Fencing Bill we passed the
other day dealing wit.h tre~pass by c:1ttle.
The SECRETARY l!'OR PuBLIC LANDS : It is
not int.ended t<J have any reference to that.
'.\rhat clause are you sp~:.tking of?
Mr. HARD ACRE: Clau'e 2.. It seems rather
a strange thing that although we are going to
give this conces"i"n, the lr''"'' e is to be enabled
to get the san1e term of ]use as if he was compelled to find the full est of fencing in the whole
of his holding. If the cnnce''~ion is permitted
it is only fair that there should be a reduction in the extlnded term of lease granted
in proportion to theJ reduced cost to the ],,see
on account of the conces,;ion. The principal
cl>tuse in the Bill, extendi'lg the time within
which ]e,Se2S can t:1ke advanta~·' of the exteneion of leaoe, will nct"ive opposition from me.
It is perhaps the only objectionable thing in the
Bill. l m11mot quite under;tand the attitude of
the ::\IiniHter to-nig·ht. On the one hand, he
picture~ the terrible evil of the spread of the
pest, and on the uther, he admits that the Act of
1895

\VE;S

pa ·~t!ed . -in a panic, under a fear for

which there was no real foundation. I strongly
protested again,t the passing of thitt Act, and wa~
almost in.sulted for the attitude I took up at the
time.
Mr. LEAHY : I can tell you there is a very big
danger yet.
li'lr. H ARDACRE : If th• 1Iinister's attitude
'mrpri·es me, the attitude of the hon. member
for Bnlloo surpris/ s 1ne morf', becau,-;;e no one
fougtJt more stron,;·ly against the Act of 1894 than
tha\ hon. me1i1b, r did.
Mr. LPilH¥: I never spoke at all on it.
Mr. HAH.DACRE: I do r;ot know whether
he made a speec 11, but he spoke a good deal by
interjections. He told us that only eight grazing
hrmers in his district have taken advantage of
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the Act. He said at that time that the Bill was
perfectly useless, and he comes down to-night
and supports this Bill. I interjected that the
Minister hr~d forgotten his own report, and I
think so mere strongly th:m ever now after his
explanation. There are some very pertinent a1~d
stro,,g remarks on the subject in the report of
the departmenl;. Speaking of the increase of
rabbit" the Under Secretary sayscndoubtedly the worst portion of the colony, and one

by ren.son of lo ~ al characteri~tics calculated to act as a
breeding-ground, is the area at its south-west corner,
as shown hatehect red on the lithograph accompanying
this report 'l'o the northward and f'':l.St\vard the pest
gradnally decreases.
1:Ir. Inspector A very observes, in hia report of the 8th
December lastOn the whole the pest has not increased or advanced
in the three districts-Leichhardt, ~1itchell, and Gregory
K01·th-as much or as rapidly as during the previous
year, but this is entirely owing to the extremely dry

state of the country.
Mr. LEAHY: Is A very down on Bulloo
Downs?
The SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS: No ; he
does not go down there at all.
:Mr. HARD ACRE : I am quoting from the
last report laid on the table as I find it. Mr.
A very's report goes on to sayAnd I am of opinion that, provided the lines of
fencing are looked after, and the odd lots of rabbits
which are north of the fences kApt in check by poison,
·etc.; and taking into consideration the many dry seasons
which occur in the far \Vest, there is no very great
dang~r of the country and :Xorth _pa1•t of the colony
being over-run.

Mr. LEAHY: So long as you do certain thing,,
The SECRETARY ]'OR PUBLIC LANDS : In consequence of the fences.
Mr. HARDACRE : 'iVhy are you going to
give an extension of lease to the pastoral lessees
for fencing in their holdings if it is the border
fence that is the real protection? The report
further says'f.Ir. Dividing Commissioner Gibson, whose experience
in the f:.Onth-west of the colony is second to none,
state~ in his report of 12th December:~
Referring to your request that I should give you the
result of my observations in the south-west portion of
the colony that l have lately been inspecting as to the
increa~~e of rabbits.dnringthe last twelve months, I beg
to state that, in my opinion, formed on very careful
ob~crvation, I have reason to think tha.t no headway
whatever has been made b;y the pest.

The SECRETARY l!'OR PUBLIC LANDS: Again in
consequent:<· of the fencing.
Mr. HARD ACRE: I£ it is in consequence of
the border fencing, why should we give an extension of lease for fencing that is no protection at
all?
The SPF.AKER : Order l The hon. member
seems to rne to be arguing agn,inst an extension
of lease, which is not dealt with in the Bill.
Mr.HARDACRE: Ithinkeo. Thecbuseiam
now dealing with provides for an extension of the
time within which the provision for an extension
of lease ma:v be taken advantage of.
The SPEAKER: I think that is a correct interpretation of the clause, but the hon. member is
arguing agains~ an extension of lf>o,se-a matter
which is not contained in the Bill.
Mr. HARD ACRE : I am arguing that there
is no reason for giving extensions of these leases
at all, and if there is no fear of the rabbits
spreading there is no necessity for the clause.
The SECRETARY l!'OR PUBLIC ·LANDS : There
is great fear.
;yrr. IL\.RDACRE : It ic as wPII to get at the
facts. Commissioner Gibson also says that on
no otation had he seen or heard of any "J'Stematic
efforts in ~he direct!on of exterminating rabbits,
and he d1d not thmk there was a single man
employed in rabbiting on the Bulla<' which
led him to the c•mclusion that the les~ee~ did not
consider the condition of things as very serious.
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He did not think that the carrying capabilities
of the land had been depreciated by the rabbits,
and what forfeitures there had been had no
connection with the rabbit question. All this
points to the fact that the object in passing
the prin8ipal Act was iwt to protect the
colony from a pest, but to enable certain pastoral lessees to fence in the pick of their
holdings. A deputation waited upon the Secretary for Lands, consisting of lessees from the
Centml district, hundreds of miles from where
any mbbits harl been seen, but those are the
stations which had been fenced in, while the
country in the south-west corner where injury
is being done have not been fenced. At the
time that Act was introduced there were telegrams in the papers stating that rabbits had
been seen near Barcaldine, but there are always
alarms when fresh concessions lire required. The
l\1inister is very inconsistent, because on the one
hand he sllys that it is desirable to encourage
this kind of improvement, while on the other he
admits that the Act was passed in a state of
panic.
The SECRETARY FOR PL'BLIC LANDS: I did not
say that.
Mr. HARD ACRE: The hon. member said it
was passed in the midst of a panic, upon false
as"umptions, or at least that is a fair inference to
draw from his statements. The only reason I can
see for the extension of time now llsked is that a
delay has taken place for which the lessee cannot
be blamed. The delay was altogether on the
part of the Government, and that being the
case I have no hesitation in supporting this
clause so long as it does not apr,ly to any new
lessee. 'iVhether the information of the hon.
member for Barcoo is correct or not I do not
know, but I do know that Alpha is not the
nearest station to any place where there is a
board wire-wetting fence.
.
The SECRETARY ]'OR PcBLlC LANDS : Is it Government wire-netting?
·
Mr. HARDACRE: It cannot possibly be, and
there was a statement in a Rockhampton paper
that it was for a station near there, Green dale,
I think. The Minister admitted that one oi the
rflasmJs for the delay was that they could not
give security, but was that the fault of the Government, or that the lessees could not find
secnrity and wanted a longer time ?
Tll8 SECRETARY FOil PUBLIC LANDS: Neither
one nor the other. It w:1s inevitable.
Mr. HARDACRE : If it was solely the fault
of the Government, then it is a fair thing to give
the lescee an extension of time, but I would
suggest that the dftte should be altered in thP.
second paragraph of clause 4 of the principal
Act inste~d of the firot par :graph. However,
that is a matter we can discuss in committee.
The Bill has some good points, and for the sake
of the goorl things in it I shall vote for the
second readin;:;, and reserve the right to oppose
the objectionable clauses in committee.
:::v.Ir. STORY: I thought when this Bill was
introduced there would have been• only one or
two speeches, and they would ha•e con'ained a
hearty welcome to such a Bill. If we had more
legislation of this type it would be better for the
country. It is a short measure; it is eminently
useful, and people have been looking out for it
for a considerable time. I think that in a certain way it will do "" much actual good as the
Land Bill ltself. The he~ of not confining the
erection of fences to the exact boundaries is in our
district a \vise provision; and the comr,ulsory
netting clause has . been con,idered so unjust
and unnem:ssary as applied to certain lands
that peoplo have ctmfined them>el ves to other
improvements in the hope and faith that
they would not be forced to wile-net their
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holdings, because it is of no advantage either
to themselves· or to the district. The Rabbit
Board has power to order the erection of
rabbit-proof fences wherev.er they are necessary,
so that there is no danger to be feared from the
exemption. The last clause in the Bill giving
an extension of time for lessees to put np
wire-netting is necessary almost entirely on account of circumstances_ The drought has been
bad in some places, and when the whole of
the cattle and sheep have to be taken away
because there is no w"'ter, an<l there is not a
single riding horse left on the station, it i"
not possible for a man to get contractors
to· put up a fence miles aw8,y from water.
If a man has given notice that he intends to.
fence, and cannot do so or doez not want to fence,
he will not do so any the more by getting a year's
extension of time; but if he is anxiou; to fenee
and circumstances have been against him, it is
only fair that he should bave a cb,mce. It
would be hard to say to a man, "Y on are
not in fault, nevertheless you must suffer the
penalty." I look upon tbis Bill as one of tbe
best measures introduced since I have been
in the House, and I sb"'ll give it my hearty
support.
Question put and passed; and committal of the
Bill made an order for Tuesday noxt.
The House adjourned at seventeen minutl'''
past 10 o'clock.
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